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in May to confer with Soviet which major progress could be
leaders on "all major issues" made," Nixon said.
soon after he visits Peking. The Meanwhile, Presidential adviPresident Nixon announced journey
to the Soviet Union, the ser Henry Kissinger was
he will make a trip to Moscow President said, would
be leaving for Peking Saturday to
independent of the one to China firm up arrangements for the
and neither "is being taken fot Nixon visit.
the purpose of exploiting what Leaders of organized labor,
differences may exist betweer who at first had indicated
Charles Brien of Benton was the two countries.
(Continued on Page Eight)
elected freshman class president "The trips are being taker
at Murray State University for for the purpose of bettet
the 1971-72 school year in the relations between the United
annual fall election Thursday. States and the Soviet Union and
He defeated two other can- better relations between the
didates for the post. Others United States and the People's
elected in the balloting are: Republic of China," Nixon said.
Chuck Blanchard of Hardin, vice- In announcing his trip, the
TREY STARTED MURRAY STATE: The two men whose roles In the establishment of Murray
president; Karen Edwards of President said he repeatedly HOUSTON (UPI)
—A Rice State University will be recorded on a historical marker to
beginning
had
stated
the
from
be dedicated in 1972 during the univerBenton, secretary; Mary Pat
'University scientlst says the sity's 50th year are shown in this early
photograph. On the left is Dr. Rainey T. Wells, who conceived
Clark of Owensboro, treasurer; of his tenure that he felt nc presence of moon geysers
may
and Jim Corder of Paducah, Amy .summit meeting should be held indicate enough liquid water the idea for the establishment of a "normal school" in Murray, who was highly influential in getting it
located there antrwho served as its second president. Dr. J.W.Carr, right, was its first president
it
yield
until
would
useful
Wilson of
Murray and Steve
and
beneath the barren surface to served two three-year terms in that
office.
Anderson of Mayfield, class results. Some agreements be- provide refreshment
for
a
tween the two nations at the
representatives.
permanent lunar colony.
The three class representatives strategic Arms Limitation "I think it
could be consiIli
were chosen from a field of seven Talks, on the use of seabeds dered
a breakthrough if this
:andidates to serve on the and biological weapons and
phenomenon can be tapped,"
MIRRORED REFLECTIONS—Debbie Cathey, looking at her
indications of progrress in
student council.
Dr. John W. Freeman Jr. said
reflection in a mirror, has been selected queen for the 1971-72
Terry Yates,a Mayfield senior, Berlin have led both sides to
Friday in a news conference.
Murray State University yearbook, The Shield. A freshman from is
serving as chairman of the believe "there were matters on
Kirksey Whitlow was award
"We could establish a base on
Murray, Miss Cathey was chosen from a field of sixteen con- election
committee of the student
the
money in the amount
By M. C. Garrott
two "normal schools" in Kenthe moon."
testants. Eighteen-year-old Miss Cathey is the daughter of Mrs. government.
A dhistorical marker, corn- tucky-one in the eastern part of
The erupting water vapor $1480.00 Involved in an alleg
Mary Cathey of 1802 College Farm Road, and Leon Cathey of
Class officers for
the
memorating the founding in 1922 the state and the other in the
was-detected last March 7 by robbery at a local motel by a j
Belmont Drive. She is pledging Sigma Sigma Sigma social sophomore, junior and
senior
two instruments called "su- in the case heard in Callowa of Murray State University, will western part.
sorority. The four runner-up were Susan Penrod, West Frankfort, classes, along with
student
be erected on the campus and On Sept. 17, 1922, the state's
prathermal ion detectors" Circuit Court on Thursday.
Ill.; Barbara Jones, Murray; Helen Terrell, Paducah: and government officers
were The Murray High School Black
The case was Kirksey Whitt° dedicated during the university's Normal School Commission,
which were left on the lunar
(Photo by Wilson Wooley)
Debbie Smith, Murray.
travel
oit Gold marching band will
elected lest spring.tres.!--t-fr=
surface by the astronauts vs. Mary A. Nance and Clyd year-long observance of the 50th meeting in the office of the late
to Mayfield today to compete iboard the Apollo 12 and 14 Steele and concerned the mone year of its existence in 1972.
Judge E. C. O'Rear in.Frankfort,
against bands from several missions.
The marker, to be erected by sleeted Murray as the site of the
The oioud —99 per in an alleged robbery on Wed
surrounding states in the cent water
the Kentucky Historical Society, normal school in West Kentucky.
vapoPt —lasted 14 nesday, February 11, 1970.
Mayfield
Marching Contest. hours and spread
Nat Ryan Hughes was
will be located on the North 16th On Sept. 23, 1923, Murray State
over an area
The new director, Bill Watson, of more than 10
square miles lawyer for Whitlow and Joe Street side of the campus and in Normal School opened its doors
has been working diligently with near the Apollo instruments
on Grace of Paducah was the at the heart of the area most in- for the first line with Dr. John W.
the band to introduce the the eastern edge of the
moon's torney for Mrs. Nance and Steele. volved in tite university's earliest Carr as its first president. Dr.
CINCINNATI, Ohio UPI )—A The students,led by former UK members to a new and exciting Ocean of Storms.
Charles Dudley Nance of days.
Carr was born in 1859 and died in
three-judge federal panel in thelstudent government president style of marching." This type of It was the first time water Hardin Route One died at one Dr. Rainey T. Wells, second 1959 after reaching his 100th
6th Circuit Court of Appeals here Steve Bright, asked that they be marching is an "eye catching and has been discovered on
p.m. on February 11, 1970, at the president of Murray State, will birthday. His home, where he
the
Friday issued a ruling that may allowed to vote, but that their crowd pleasing style which is moon, long thought by
scien- Murray-Calloway County be listed on the marker as the
Mr. Ford was in town we un(Continued on Page Eight)
have
made up of precision movements tists to be a dry, barren sphere. Hospital from wounds sustained founder of the university. Dr.
derstand. We hear that he visited the far-reaching effects upon ballots be sealed away and not
political makeup of many counted until a suit they have throughout the entire show."
in
a
shooting
at
the
time
of
the
Wells
was
born
in
WM
and
died in
"If someone landed on the
several business places however Kentucky
and Ohio College pending is decided in court.
1Win-ray High is said to be the'Sahara Desert the first
1958. The marker will be located
he did not drop by the Ledger and
time fracas.
towns.
band
first
in
West
Kentucky
to
Earlier Friday, the three-judge
about 350 feet from his home, the
Times.
they came to earth they would
The judges declared two panel here, refused to overturn use this new style of marching.
"birthplace" of the university.
water
finding
hard
have
time
a
Along with their new style of
Quid& Jewell in the Fulton sections of the Ohio Revised Code Swinford's ruling
against
Known as "Oakhurst" today,
Dr. Bartholomy Selected
dealing with student voter granting a preliminary in- marching, the band will be too," Freeman said. "But that
Daily Leader has this to say:
the stately mansion since has
doesn't mean a hard time
registration,
wearing their new uniforms
were
un- junction.
NATIONAL
This
is
served as the home of Murray
finding water too," Freeman Participant In Program
NEWSPAPER WEEK.. and I'd constitutional, thus making all However, Guido told UPI which arrived in Murray last said. "But that doesn't mean
State's fine presidents.
Wednesday.
(Continued on Page Eight)
like to speak on the subject for a college students 18 years or older..
Dr. John M. Bartholomy, The rnakrer will indicate that Calloway County Democratic,
there isn't any water on earth.'
eligible to vote where they attend
moment.
chairman of the department of on March 8, 1922, Gov. Edwin P. workers are out in force today to
I love doing newspaper work. school next year. The decision
special education at Murray Morrow
signed
the
bill participate in "Fighters for
came in a suit filed last month by
There's nothing like it.
University, has been authorizing the establishment of People Day"-an event being held
State
To be a good newspaperman nine college students. The
selected to be a program parin all of Kentucky's 120 counties
ticipant at the American Speech
(or woman) one must,first of all, judges ruled out-of-town students
in support of the Democratic
have a nose for news, be honest, must be treated by boards of
and
Hearing Convention in
slate in the fall general election.
election the same as any other
fair and have heart.
Chicago Nov. 17.
Mrs. Phyllis Diamont and Mrs.
Being a newspaperman, one voter and the same eligibility
Four recently appointed
Jo Crass, Calloway County
By
DAVID
HILL
remaining in the half.
points. Two minutes later, Byron training center directors were The Calloway Branch of the Democratic campaign chairthat the public likes and trusts, is tests must be used.
Tuesday, in US. District Court The Murray High Tigers Steve Shidal ran 37 yards Faulkner again picked off a invited to participate in a Association
sorta like being a combination
of
Childhood women, said several events are
policeman, lawyer, preacher— at Lexington, Judge Mac traveled to Paducah Tilghman's through heavy traffic to McCuiston pass on the Murray 25. discussion entitled "The Training Education will meet Monday, planned "to focus attention on the
cross
Murray's goal line only to Tony Brooks shook loose for the of Speech
Swinfork denied a request by a Homecoming last night to drop
teacher.
and
Hearing October 18, at four p.m. at the candidates and the issues."
Contemporary University School.
People come to you with all group pf University of Kentucky their third straight game by the have to be called back on an touchdown run with 3:31 left in Specialists:
They listed these activities:
offside penalty. Trying to score the third quarter to make it 26-0. Scene and Future Direction." This will be
kinds of problems--and with all students for a temporary in- score of 34-0.
an urgent business
—Bake sales in front of four
before
the end of the half, The last Tornado touchdown Bartholomy joined the Murray meeting and all persons inkinds of stories., You have to junction allowing them to The overwhelming defense of
stores-Roses,Say-Rite, The Shoe
quarterback
the
air
to
Neal
Tornado
took
the
stymied
Bengal
register
the
and
vote
in
Fayette
came
with
5:50 remaining in the State speech and hearing faculty terested in ACE are urged to Tree, and Littleton's-of cakes,
decide what to print. You have a
offense, both on the ground and in only to have a pass intercepted in game. After having two touch- in 1969.
very big responsibility, but the County in this fall's election.
attend.
brownies, and cookies donated
the
end
zone by David Hughes. down runs called back, Steve
job is very rewarding and very Ken Guido, attorney for the the air.
by volunteers in the Democratic
Hughes
came
right
his
down
on
scored
The
Blue
twice
during
students,
is
appealing
the
ruling
Shidal
finally
time!
the
hit paydirt for real
satisfying — most of
precinct organization.
in the U.S. 6th District Court.
the first half, once in each shoulder following the in- from the eight yard line.
—Distribution of campaign
terception
and left the game
quarter, to take a 13-0 lead into
. The Supreme Court has held
literature and bumper stickers
The Tigers took the kickoff and
following
the
interception.
He
the
room.
dressing
The
first
that laws denying public emby several groups of Calloway
came with 3:15 left to play in the was later taken to Paducah had to punt from their own 24 on a
ployees the right to strike are
County
fourth
Young People for Ford in
and
25
situation.
The
Blue
hospital
for
x-rays and the x-rays
first stanza. Bill Sacharnoski
constitutional. This applies to
shopping centers and in the
took the ball and came knocking
revealed
a
broken
collar
bone,
carried
the
ball
up
the
middle
Federal employees but will also
The Choctaw District of the group. 0. B. Boone, Scoutmaster downtown area.
capping off a Tilghman drive according to reports received by at Murray's door once again, only
probably cover state and
Four
to
Rivers Council Boy Scouts of the troop, informed the men —Open house with refreshfumble
the
ball
on
the
one
yard
the
coaches
on
the
sidelines.
Little Miss Christy Nance, age from their own 33 yard line.
municipal employees as well.
held
its
first meeting of the new that it was a typical opening with ments at Democratic campaign
line.
Murray
took
over,
but
the
four, was treated for an injury of Byron Faulkner set up the The Tigers failed to move the
One daya gambler was riding the mouth by Dr. John Quer- Tornado's next score as he picked ball following the interception tough Tilghman defense caught Council year in Murray Thursday which the boys begin their weekly headquarters, 104 N. 4th St.,
began throughout the day.
by a farm in his sports car and termous on Friday at 1:32 p.m. off a Porter McCuiston—Adam and the half ended with Murray Porter McCuiston behind his own night October 14. This was a meetings. The opening
presenting
flag Tours by a sound wagon in
the
boys
with
the
dinner
meeting
goal
at
the
University
line
for
a
two-point
High
safety.
trailing 13-0.
saw what appeared to be a after being injured in a two car Laming pass on the Murray High
and having the group stand and several areas of Murray and
racehorse worth collision at North 12th and 34.
beautiful
Quarterback Mike Neal The third Tilghman TD came With 12 seconds remaining, the with District Chairman, Mancil pledge allegiance. It concluded
Calloway County intehalf of the
Vinson presiding.
millions of dollars. Hoping to buy Chestnut Streets, according to passed to Buzz Peal on the first with 5:26 left in the third quarter. score was 34-0.
Henry,
of
Donnie
Mr.
son
with
nine Democratic nominees for
George
door
of the investigating report filed by play from scrimmage for the
Wilson scrambled around The Tigers come home next Troop 77, sponsored by the
the horse, he went to the
Mrs. Don Henry 1709 state office.
the farmhouse. When the owner the officers of the Murray Police second Blue score, with 10:26 left end for a 42 yard run and six week to play host to HOpkinsville. First Christian Church of Murray and
giving an ex- Mrs. Diamont and Mrs. Crass
had five Boy Scouts to conduct' Magnolia Dr.,
answered the door, the gambler Department.
what
the Boy Scout pointed out that "Fighters for
of
planation
old
the
the opening ceremony for the
thought he'd try to trick
The little girl was a passenger
insignia represents.
People Day" is less than three
man. "I think your horse looks in the 1968 Mercury two door
According to Mr. Vinson, the weeks from election day Nov. 2.
pretty good, so I'll give you $500 hardtop driven by Pixie McCoil
purpose of the meeting was to Then they added:
for him," offered the gambler. Nance of Lynn Grove. The over
plan the district's "program and "We want everyone to get out
"He don't look so good,so he's not car involved was a 1965 Ford
procedures to the end that and vote on Nov. 2. It is exfor sale," said the farmer. pickup driven by Larry Nelson
Scouting may be made more tremely important to every
gambler,
exclaimed
the
"Look,"
Wadkins of Murray Route Four.
A revival will be held at the effective in the Choctaw Kentuckian that we put people
"I think he looks fine, so I'll give
Police said Mrs. Nance, going
Locust Grove Church of the District". The district includes into statewide office who will
you $1,000 for him." The farmer west on Chestnut Street, said she
Nazarene from Monday, October the counties of Marshall, Graves restore the confidence of citizens
conceded,"He don't look so good stopped for the traffic light at
in the integrity of state govern18,
through Sunday, October 24. and Calloway.
but, OK, he's yours."
Chestnut, and when it turned
Ralph
Woods,
a ment officials.
Rev. Leslie Dearden, of Dr.
The next day the gambler green started across the inFairborne, Ohio, will be the representative to the National "Wendell Ford and Julian
returned to the farmhouse raging tersection. Wadkins, going south
evangelist
Carroll, along with the entire
(Continued on Page Eight)
for the revival.
mad. He went up to the farmer on North 12th Street, told police
Services will be held nightly at
Democratic ticket, represent that
and screamed. "You sold me a he went across the intersection on
1:30
kind
of qualified and experienced
replied
farmer
The
horse!"
blind
a yellow light, colliding with the
leadership. We believe they offer
A special singing will be hel•
calmly,"I told you he didn't look Nance car, according to the
opportunity to return governeach night. The public is invited
so good."
police report.
ment to the people and to bring
to
attend
the
services.
Damage to the Mercury was on
The Murray Unit of the our economy back to a soqnd
the right side and to the Ford on
National Hairdressers and footing."
HOSPITAL PATIENT
the front end.
Cosmetologists will
meet
Another traffic collision ocMiss Lillian Watters is a Monday, October 18, at 7:30 p.m.
curred at 1:56 p.m. Friday on
patient at a Memphis Hospital. at the Southside Restaurant.
Free Kittens
Partly cloudy with continued North 15th Street in front of the
address is Room 1014, A unit spokesman said this 'will
Her
mild temperatures. Lows tonight Murray State University library.
PADUCAH TILGHMAN 34, MURRAY HIGH I—Murray High's Brace
Whim (74) a 199 pound Madison East, Baptist Memorial be an important business Just in time for Halloween,
in the upper 40s and lower 50s, KO injuries were reported and it senior tackle, is getting set to makes tackle on Paducah Tilghman's
four
George Wilson (22) on this play Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., for meeting and all members and black kittens. Also
lower
and
70s
the
in
one silver and
today
highs
was investigated by the Murray In IAA night 's game played at Memorial Stadium in
Paducah.
those who would like to send her non-member interestested one tabby. All are free as
State Campus Police.
pets.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon cards or letters.
persons are urged to attend.*
Call 753-7664.
By JUSTIN BAVARSRDI
United Press International

Benton Youth Named
MSU Frosh President

Geysers Spout
Water Clouds

On 'Dry' Moon

Judgment Given Marker
For Whitlow

Commemorating
MSU Founding Approved

Band To Compete
In Mayfield Meet

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

1

Three Judge Panel Rules
On Student Vote In Ohio

Demo Workers
Stage Fighters
For People Day

Murray High Suffers 34-0 Loss
At Hands Of Paducah Tilghman

Christy Nance
Injured Friday

Calloway Branch Of
ACE Meets Monday

Choctaw District Of Boy
Scouts Has Meet Thursday

Revival Planned
At Locust Grove

Hairdressers Plan
Monday Meeting

The Weather
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Ten Years Ago Today

tAutlICIALITics

LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Neighbors finished the work on October 14 begun by tractor
accident victim Bobby Joe Adams, age 20, who was in the process
of preparing a field for seeding when he was killed on October 9.
Mrs. John N Dowdle of Columbus, Miss., and Mrs. A.B. Hood
of Long Beach, Calif., both died on October 14.
Geurin Products has been franchised as an Armco Fallout
Shelter dealer, according to Eugene Geurin, owner of the firm.
Murray State rolled over the University of Tennessee Martin
Branch 25 to 15 in a football game played at Cutchin Stadium on
October 14.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The 1951 Corn Loan rate for Callow4County is $1.66 per bushel,
according to the Production ancl3 Marketing Admirustrktion
committee.
FNi. Joe M. &Mel, age 17, son of Mrs. Sam Bazzell of
Puryear, Tenn., has completed the basic airmen indoctrination
course at Lackland Air Force Base.
Officers of the Young Business Men's Club are Curtis Wayne
Doran, Fred Faurot, Alfred Lindsey, and Troy Glidewell.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blalock on
October 10, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Winchester on October 14,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Barney Tabers on October 16, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rafe Brooks on October 16.

$041'0
RON CHESTER AND BOB FORD make Fl final cheek of their -new" Beech 18 airplane before
leaving Murray Airport, Kyle Field, last week. The men flew the aircraft to the Golden Triangle
Technical Center in Miss, which had purchased it from Murray State for $300. The L niversity bought
the [thine for 6300 from the U. S. Navy in hopes of using the communication equipment for training
Industrial education students, but later found that the expense for repairs was too great. The airplane
valued at $14,500 had been setting at Kyle Field since June 1969.

Future Rocket Engines To Be A Lot Hotter
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
mission completed, will be the earth's atmosphere.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The laden with intensely radioactive Nevertheless, the problem
nuclear rocket engines of the fission
cgmels* these remains of what to do about
future will be radioactively products
erniffing nuclear reactors which have
"hotter" than a bomb.
dangerous radiation for !ma- gone intooction in space. Let
So what are we going to do dreds or thousands of years.
them re-enter the atmosphere
with them when they have
The study group concluded and burn up at high altitudes?
performed their job of hurling that radioactive contamination Let them fall intact into the
men or scientific robots into of the seas by all man-made ocean? Let them descend to the
space?
sources, including nuclear rock- ground for quick recovery?
This problem is discussed in ets, will be so well controlled
The report suggests a fourth
a recent report, Radioactivity henceforth that it will Consti- alternative. Boost them into
in the Marine Environment, tute no threat to mankind.
outer space and leave them
expedition or some
Atomic This had better be true, floating there, "never to return
other prepared
the
for
By LOUIS CASSELS
errand in a virtual state of Energy Commission by. a board according to a summary of the to earth."
UPI Senior Editor
Moving back to a small town shock to report some new of the National Academy of report, because "the recovery
after living in big cities for 30 instance of courtesy or thought- Sciences' National Research of the oceans, once insulted ( by CANNON AND JONES
NEW YORK (UPI1- —Jack
an • ambivalent fulness of the kind that city- Council.
years is
heavy contamination), would be
Dolph, commissioner of the.
By GAY PAULEY
dwellers long ago learned not to Nuclear rockets are not very slow."
experience.
UPI Women's Editor
An ambivalent experience, expect from clerks, repairmen, expected to be the main source The decision already has been American Basketball AssoClation, met with representatives
NEW YORK (UPI) —It is the according to my dictionary, is bank toilers, or public servants. of possible radioactive contamade to use nuclear propulsion
priceless gift, the gift of sight. one
of the Denver Rockets and
Instead
of
the
human
mination
snarling
environways
of
at you,
that affects you two
only for upper stages of space
Yet before the end of the at
once. It has both good and people go out of their way to ment in the decades to come. vehicles which have been Memphis Pros Friday and
current year, an estimated bad points. Some things you serve you promptly and Still, they must be taken into
reported that neither 1-arr-)
carried beyond the earth's
34,300 more persons will have like, some you don't.
Cannon
nor Jimmy Jones can
cheerfully.
account.
chemicallyatmosphere
by
lost it.
wit up until their status is
There are, to be sure, Nuclear rockets, on which the fueled
My wife and I recently
before
the
rockets
It is impossible to measure embarked on this ambivalent disadvantages to our new life. AEC and the National Aeronauatomic engines are turned on. finalized.
the cost in agony to that many experience
Giving
up
my
cherished
season
Administration
tics
and
Space
because the doctors
Thus, in case of an abort, no Both players jumped their
more persons labelled legally
thought it would be better if, tickets to the Washington (NASA) have been working for dangerous fission products teams to sign as free agents
blind —the total now stands at after
a serious heart attack, I Redskins when they seem at years, will consist essentially of would have been created by the with other clubs, Cannon from
437,000. But the cost in dollars
temperature upper stage nuclear rockets the Rockets to Memphis and
lived at a slower pace under long last to have a good chance compact, high
at least can be counted at $1 less stress.
of a winning season was a atomic reactors which, their while the vehicle still was in Jones from Memphis to the
billion per year in direct aid to The place we chose
Utah Stars.
for our trauma comparable to amputathe sightless, another $1.7 new home is a true small town,
tion of an arm. My wife, who
billion lost in productivity such not a big city
suburb trying to labored for years as an unpaid
as wages.
pass itself off as a small town. volunteer to bring the Kennedy
Yet, those who deal with the The nearest
big city is more Center into being, was disapproblem call at least one-half of than
200 miles away.
pointed to miss its opening
the blindness cases preventable. Because
their nerves aren't season of concerts and ballets.
Today, designated by Pres- frayed
by traffic congestion, We both find ourselves longing
ident Nixon as "White Cane overcrowding and
the myriad occasionally for the fine stores,
Safety Day", let's review some other pressures of
everyday restaurants, libraries and
of the work being done in both urban life, people
who Live in museums we frequented in
prevention and cure.
small towns find it easier to Washington.
First, take a look at the make the extra effort
required
But if this Is the price of
spending on research.
to be kind, helpful and friendly.
peace—the kind of peace we
The National Society for the Nearly every day,
my wife already
find seeping deep into
Prevention of Blindness esti- comes home from
a shopping our
bones in this pleasant little
mates
that
$16,303,646
is
town—we're willing to pay it.
available for major public and
The Almanac
private sources doing research
The Census Bureau's figures
in blindness and eye diseases. By United Press International indicate about 100 million
Dr. Wilfred D. David, the Today is Saturday, Oct. 16, Americans have made the
physician who's executive direc- the 289th day of 1971.
same mistake since 1940. Well,
tor of the society, says it The moon is between its last I'm not going to try to talk all
operates in three major areas quarter and new phase.
of them into coming home to
The morning star is Saturn.
of prevention.
the hinterlands. They'd overThe
evening
stars
are
Mercu- crowd the place and ruin
One is working with parents
and educators to provide visual ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
everything.
screenings for pre-school and Those born on this day are
But with those of you who've
under
the
sign
of
Libra.
early school level youngsters so
MUSIC EDUCATION AWARD-Benjamin C. Hayes of Sturgis (left), a senior music education
that any problem can . be American playwright Eugene had all the urban crisis you can
O'Neill was born Oct. 16, 1888 stand, I feel duty bound to major at Murray State University, accepts a $200 grant from Richard Farrell, chairman of the mini(
located early.
department, for outstanding merit in the field of music education. Awarded by the Sinfonia F'oun
share my secret:
Much is being done in the On this day in history:
dation through the Gamma Delta chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia professional music fraternity for
It's
really
awfully
nice
out
In
1846
the
first operation
area of cataracts and glaucomen, the award is the second of a series of three financed by a $600 grant.
ma, which are major causes of under ether was performed at here in the sticks.
(photo by R. D. Kirkland)
Massachusetts
General
Hospital
blindness. According to the
National Health Education in Boston.
Editor's Note: The small town
Committee, a statistical source, In 1940 the United States with which Cassels is enrapsenile cataracts cause 15.6 per banned all shipment of steel tured is Aiken, S.C., population
cent of the blindness in and scrap iron to Japan.
13,033 in the 1970 census. He
In 1959 U.S. Army Chief of
America.
grew up in that area.
Glaucoma causes 13.5 per Staff George Marshall died.
cent, most often affecting' the In 1969 the New York Mets,
4
an expansion team formed ir 4 4 41 41 41 * 41 *
over-40 age group.
Glaucoma often lies undetect- 1962, defeated Baltimore to win
Adults ALL 441,
ed simply because it shows no their first World Series baseball
SHOWS •
•
overt symptoms. The society championships.
•
ii
recommends that every person
• WNW:Mt ,g_rS4f1/A
over 35 have a professional eye A thought for today: Ameri- • CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MORTN
US
exam at least every two years. can scientist Rossiter Worthing- •
Ladies
•
As for cataracts, surgery is ton Raymond said, -Life is
2:00
800
increasingly successful, says eternal, and love is immortal,
•
• the ultimate trip
•
the society, estimating that 95 and death is only a horizon, and
per cent of all operable cases a horizon is nothing save the
can restore sight. In some limit of our sight."
surgery, the diseased lens is
GONZALEZ HURT
removed and replaced with
SAN MATEO, Calif. (UPI) plastic.
Jockey Juan Gonzalez suffered
The society feels that one of a broken collarbone Friday
the greatest advances will when he was thrown from his
come with a Federal Drug and mount during the first race at
Food Administration regulation Bay Meadows. Gonzalez is the
that goes into effect December track's leading rider with 24
all victories for the current meet13. It specifies that
eyeglasses, even sunglasses, ing.
have impact resistant lens so HAWKS GET LACROIX
who•
•
oam the
that in case of accident there is CHICAGO (UPI) —The Chi- •depart netto=n
of shard cagm- Black Hawks acquirefl •norma of model behavior. •
minimal danger
penetrating the eyes.
center Andre Lacroix from the •
•
INCIRILS
strangeC
a very
Philadvlphia Flyers Friday for
defenseman. Rick Foley.
Iii In.
Ii it
1S —
Lacroik, expected to report •
"ii/s
it tiir
•
for
tonight's
game
with
the :2 Short Sublocts •
t..tid, and kstd.•ti- 111..
•
111%,,Ising 114111111rIg M. .1 Minnesota North Star, scored 66
goals in three seasons with the •
• 2:15 7:45 & 9:30 •
hilrd Mil11111•11
Flyers.
4
•

Estimated
34,300 To
30YearsAgoThisWeek Lose Sight
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Deaths revorted are Louis Ernstberger of Dexter, age 42,
Benny Hall Tolley of Houston, Texas, age 76, Fred James of
Murray,age 49, and William Tansel Edwards of Lynnville, age 47.
Lance E. Chapman, John T. Hutchens, Ortis D. Guthrie, and
Oodie C. Cochrum. are serving in the Army at Camp Wolters,
Texas.
Assistant Moderator Rev. Lloyd D. Wilson will preside at the
72:nd annual meeting of the Blood River Baptist Association to be
held at the Locust Grove Church October 22 and 23.
Holland Rose of Benton was elected president of the FDEA at
the 57th annual meeting held October 10 at Murray State College.
Officers of the Calloway County Homemakers Club elected at
the annual meeting held at the Murray Woman's Club house on
October 9 were Mrs. Hansford Doran, Lynn Grove, president,
Mrs. Merle Andrus, Dexter, vice-president, and Mrs. Jesse Washburn, Penny, secretary.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And the disciples were filled with joy, and with the Holy
Ghost.—Acts 13:52.
There is a very real relationship between true joy and genuine
holiness

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
What Mr. Nixon needs, if he is to prevail in 1972,
are four vice-presidential running mates instead of
Mr. Agnew. John Connally probably would bring
into the Nixon camp, Nelson Rockefeller
,
Texas
1
could hand over New York, George Meany could
deliver labor and Dear Abby would attract the
and lovelorn by the millions, plus
despairing
California.
"To prophesy is extremely difficult-especially with respect to the future."
—Chinese Proverb

NEWS SUMMARY

SI ATE GOVERNMENT"
WEEK OF SCTIVITY
IN total

By Jim Warren
MANPOWER--Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced the creation of a
state Manpower Planning Council as an advisory body to him.
The group will advise and assist the governor and local groups in
developing a statewide manpower plan.
AGRICULTURE—Kentucky's corn crop, now being harvested,
is expected to exceed 89 million bushels-80 per cent above last
year's crop which was hit by blight. The yield is the highest since
1967 when 93 million bushels were produced. About 15 per cent of
the crop has been harvested.
POLLUTION—Frank Partee, technical director of the Kentucky Air Pollution Control Commission, recommended denial of
a permit to construct a 300,000 kilowatt electrical plant near
Maysville. He said air pollution in the area already exceeds state
standards.
WILDLIFE—State Fish and Wildlife Commissioner Arnold
Mitchell and members of his staff met with U.S. Forest Service
officials to discuss joint wildlife management on the Daniel Boone
National Forest. The state agency is charged with stocking
wildlife, setting seasons and enforcing hunting rules on national
forest land in Kentucky.

CONSUMERS--The state Citizens Commission on Consumer
Protection is proposing a new law to give its director greater
power in combating consumer fraud. The law would enable the
commission to impose fines of up to $25,000 against businesses
violating consumer laws. Commission Director Robert L.
Caumrnisar said the proposed law will be submitted to the 1972
legislature.
CHILDREN—The Department of Child Welfare is operating a
mobile day—care center to promote state day-care facilities. The
mobile unit, now touring the state, provides day-care materials,
toys and learning devices.
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IN KENTUCKY
SILENT SEASON'KEEPS
EARLY HUNTERS HOME

FRANKFORT,Ky.—There comes a time in the fall
of the year when hunters have little to do but
sharpen their shooting eyes on trap and moskeet
ranges. That time is from Nov. 1 through Nov. 17
when only two types of game are legal and they for
only short periods of time.
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With the exception of the five-day gun deer season
(Nov. 13-17) and the first three days of the goose
season (Nov. 15-17) no other game, protected or
unprotected, may be the target of the hunter.

The Case Of The
Slaughtered Eagles

This is another instance of culprits heaping hardship upon righteous hunters. This quiet period was
designed especially by the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources to cut down pre-season hunting
for rubbits and quail. Before the rule, conviction of
an illegal rabbit or quail hunter was most difficult
unless the individual actually had game in his
possession. If no game was found the illegal hunter
could unflinchingly declare that he was hunting
crows or groundhogs and the conservation officer
had not a leg to stand on. Usually the judge upheld
the claim of the hunter and he was set free.

"Somebody was going to get
hung to the tree," the chopper
pilot said. "They would have
thrown the whole blame on me."
To escape this fate, James 0.
Vogan, 48, a professional FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI)helicopter pilot, poured out a High winds are hampering
grim recitation of wildlife fishing on Kentucky's larger
slaughter wh which appalled lakes; the State Department of
much of the Nation when the Fish and Wildlife Resources
today.
news of it broke in August.
lake-by-lake rundown:
Vogan, of Murray, Utah, told
the Senate Environmental Ap- BARREN LAKE-Black bass
propriations Subcommittee in good by casting artificial worms
Washington, D. C,that 750 eagles around dropoffs; fair crappie at
had been gunned down from seven feet; clear and falling at 74.
CUMBERLAND-Black bass
helicopters in .Wyoming and
Colorado since Sept., 1970. All fair by casting off rocky points
except five, he said, were golden with shallow runners and areagles. The five were bald eagles. tificial worms; crappie fair to
Federal laws protect both of good in all sections; trout fair
these majestic birds. The bald below dam; clear and stable at
eagle, the U. S. national symbol, 74.
cannot be killed legally under any KENTUCKY-Both crappie and
circumstances. The golden black b bass good in the Blood
eagle, classified as a predator in River Section; white and black
Wyoming under Senate law, may bass fair in main lake; scattered
be killed only upon issuance of a crappie and catfish below dam;
Federal permit. No such permit clear and stable at 70.
BARKLEY-Crappie best in
has been issued since 1969. The
maxrnum Federal penalty for Little River Area and also fair in
There are many quiet embayments along the Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkley shoreline where boaters can enjoy the
killing either species of eagle Main Lake; fair black bass by
beautiful fall colors while exploring for eagles, deer, and other wildlife found in Land Between the Lakes.
illegally is $500 and six months in casting in heads of inlets and
jail.
bays; clear and stable at 68.
GREEN RIVER LAKE-Black
bass fair to good by casting and
trolling in upper sections;
crappie fair in same area; clear
and stable at 68.
NOUN-Black bass fair to good
in upper section; bluegill fair in
NRA Executive Vice-President
all areas; some trout below dam;
Maxwell E. Rich has made the
clear and stable at 71.
following statement concerning
ROUGH RIVER LAKE-White
bass good below dam on Do-Jiga
7. Flush out the ga tank with the slaughter of the eagles:
If you are the typical boat side. Next, flush the engine with
and Spinners; scattered catches
owner, you'll be yearning for next fresh water, especially if you run gasoline. Clean the tank and
of black bass and crappie in Main
"Actions such as the reported
sesson the minute you store your in salt Water or water with high carburetor screens.
Lake; clear and falling as winter
shooting of numerous eagles in
craft away this fall. To make silt content.
8. Change the lubricant in the Wyoming are unconscionable and
temperature 70.
flrawdown;
and
the
engine shroud
certain that your outboard engine 3. Rinse
lower unit and grease all links not to be tolerated by any Who would want to slaughter
HERRINGTON-scattered
will be ready next spring, here lower unit. Then wipe them with
Vogan
ranchers,
eagles? Sheep
and swivels.
black bass by casting; scattered
organization representing
are a few tips on preparing it for a lightly oiled or waxed cleaning
replied. Granted 4rrununity from catches of crappie; clear and
use
a
The
of
sportsmen.
cloth.
a well-earned winter rest.
9. Remove the prop and apply a helicopter only serves to point up prosecution, he testified before stable at 70.
Have it checked over and 4. Remove the spark plugs and
the subcommittee that 570 of the
film of grease to the
light
DALE HOLLOW-Only scatserviced by a mechanic before pour about two tablespoons of propeller shaft. Check for nicks. the outrageiousness of the deed. eagles were shot down over the
catches of crappie and
tered
port.
plug
storing. It's unwise to think of clean oil into each
angle and balance on the "It should be clearly un- Bolton Ranch, near Rawlins, black bass with few fishermen on
blade
storing the engine if it has been Hand-crank the engine about 10 prop.
derstood -that any Individuals Wyo.,owned by Herman Werner,
e; Clear and stabte-at-rt.,
running under par on your last revolutions to distribute the oil
alleged 78, Wyoming's largest sheep
involved in such an
BUCKHORN-Bluegill good on
walls.
the
along
cylinder
few outings.
10. Mount or stand the engine in slaughter should not be termed rancher.
crawtails and worms; fair black
However, if you are satisfied 5. While the spark plugs are an upright position in a clean'and
hunters or sportsmen, although
bass by casting; upper four miles
with its present condition, do the out,examine them for proper gap dry location. Avoid damp areas
have Wyoming situation would never murky, remainder clear and
media
news
some
harmful
setting
any
of
and
signs
following before winter storage.
like basements.
erroneously labeled them as have been fully investigated falling at 74.
I. After that last cruise, idle the deposits. If needed, regap and
this except for the steps taken by DEWEY-Fair crappie at 10
11. Cover the engine with a such. It is unfortunate that
engine to run all fuel from the lean. If the plugs are basically
confusion comes at a time when governmental agencies which feet on minnows; clear and stable
doubt
or
sound,
in
If
plastic
canvas
them.
reinstall
covering.
tank, lines and carburetor before
respectable American sportsmen are supported primarily by at 68.
you remove the engine from the about their condition, replace Remember, it's best to do these
earmarked funds from hunting GRAYSON —Crappie
good
things now to help insure trouble- by the million are being criticized
them with new ones.
water.
nd condemned as wanton but- license fees and stamps, and around fallen treetops; fair black
and
6.
wires
free
Then
season.
wipe
next
ignition
boating
2. Remove the drain plug, gear
chers by uninformed or biased excise taxes on hunting and bass; clear and falling at 73.
case and drive shaft housing plug connections, making certain the Remember,it's best to do these
for certain groups. fishing equipment. It is the much- FISHTRAP-Good size bluegill
spokesmen
until all water has drained off. wires are connected to the proper things now to help insure trouble''Perhaps most important, it maligned sportsmen, in fact, who on minnows and crickets; murky
plug.
free
boating
next
to
side
season
Then tilt the engine from
should be recognized that the have financed the investigation." and falling at 67

Not so any more.
With the closed season on all game except that
mentioned above, the pre-season hunter has no
business in the field. If he is caught in the act of
hipting, the arresting officer and the judge have a
clear-cut case and most often the offender is
punished.
Of course a farmer or landowner has a right to
protect his holdings and if an animal or bird is
damaging his property or his crops, he is permitted
to kill that offending animal or bird. But he must
notify his conservation officer of his action and the
animal or bfrd so killed must be turned over to the
CO for disposition as he sees fit. By denying the
farmer or landowner the use of the animal or bird
killed, the danger of "manufactured crop damage"
can pretty much--be eliminated and only bona fide
cases of damage are likely to be reported.

Get Your Boat Engines
Ready For Storage

Another regulation designed to keep down illegal
hunting states that the farmer or landowner whose
property is being damaged is the only person who is
permitted to kill the offending animal. In other
words, a group hunt cannot be staged by invited
guests to rout out the accused bird or animal.
Persons often may wonder about the wisdom of
laws that are placed on the statute books. They may
Think they are hard and suppressive and in some
instances not deeded. But in dealing with game law
violators the Department has learned that they will
take every advantage of the law—will skirt it in
every conceiveabIe manner. Therefore, laws must
be strict and without loopholes. If there are
loopholes, the game law violator is pretty apt to
discover them right away.
lc education
of the music
ifonia Foun-eternity for
). Kirkland)

Every such law placed on the books is put there for
the protection and preservation of game and fish.
That is their only purpose, and if sometimes these
laws seem a bit sharp, just remember they were
created because violations have occurred that must
be stopped for the betterment of various species of
game.
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New Officers Are Elected At Meeting Of
The Mason's Chapel WSCS Held Wednesday
Officers for the new church
year were elected at the meeting
of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church
held on Wednesday, October 13,
at seven o'clock in the evening at
the church.
Mrs. Frank Coles was elected
as president; Mrs. Charles
Jackson, vice-president; Mrs.
Douglas Shoemaker, secretary;
Mrs. James Baker, missionary
education; Mrs. Eupal Unsocial
derwood, Christian
relations; Mrs. Jenna Carter,
spiritual growth; Mrs. Parvin
Craig, local church responsibility; Mrs. Curtis Craig,
Mrs.
materials;
program
William Adams and Mrs. Brent
Newport, membership; Mrs.

Saturday, October lb
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will have a twelve
noon luncheon at the home of
Mrs. L. J. Hortin with Mrs. Harry
Sparks as assisting hostess.
A gospel singing will be held at
the Grace Baptist Church at 7:30
p.m.
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H.S. Rogers of Murray Haute
Brent Newport and Mrs. Douglas One has been dismissed from the
The Westside Homemakers
Shoemaker, nominating com- Western
Baptist Hospital,
Club held its regular monthly
mittee.
Paducah.
meeting in the home of Mrs.
The meeting was opened with
Don Butler on Tuesday,
Jerry
prayer by Mrs. Jenna Carter.
October 12, at twelve-thirty
Mrs. Frank Coles gave a report Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess
in the afternoon.
on the annual conference held at and Mr. and Mrs. Elm Boggess o'clock
Alvin Usrey and Mrs.
Mrs
the First United Methodist have just returned from visiting
Jerry Don Butler presented the
Church, May-field.
Mr.
sister,
and
daughter
their
lesson on "Christmas Gifts
Plans were made for a quilting and Mrs. Hubert Donelson and main
the Sewing Basket".
From
October
to be held on Wednesday,
son, Gary, and Mrs. Nancy The group also discussed the
27.
While
Ill.
Chicago,
Donelson,
"Making of Decorative Candles".
Mrs. Curtis Craig led the away they also visited Mrs.
program entitled 'Celebrating Boggess' brothers, the Rudy The president, Mrs. Usrey,
Peace, Justice, and Progress". Dunn family and Guy Dunn, and presided and the secretary, Mrs.
She was assisted by Mrs. Brent Mrs. Elmo Boggess' parents, Mr Butler, read the minutes.
Newport and Mrs. Douglas and
Mrs. Steve Duncan, and Mrs. Charles Coleman gave the
Shoemaker.
sister, Mrs. Ray Silcox, Mr devotion reading from Matthew
7:7-8.
The devotion was given by Mrs. Silcox, and family.
_ Other members present, not
Charles Jackson.
previously mentioned, were Mrs.
The hostess, Mrs. Frank Coles,
Wayburn Wyatt, Mrs. Jewel
served refreshments to the seven
McCallon, Mrs. Mary Lou
members and one visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Dunlap of Robertson, and Mrs. Elvin
Murray Route Four are the Crouse.
A visitor was Mrs.
parents of a baby boy, Brent Howard McCallon.
Eugene, weighing four pounds Refreshments were served by
members of the Nature's Palette lOtt ounces, born on Tuesday,
Mrs. Butler.
Garden Club and the Junior Rose October 12, at 5:34 p.m. at the
The next meeting will be held
and Garden Club are invited.
Murray -Calloway County on Tuesday, November 9, at 12:30
Hospital.
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Charles
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
The new father is employed at Coleman.
First United Methodist Church the Charles Rose Cleanup Shop.
WSCS will meet at the home of Grandparents are Mrs. Alvena
Mrs. Conrad Jones, 1314 Wells Dunlap of Hazel and Mrs. Myrtle
Boulevard, at 9:30 a.m.
Holland, 220 South 12th Street,
Winners for the session of the
Murray.
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
The Penny Homemakers Club
Club held Wednesday at Gleason
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Large, flush sleeves, elaborHall have been announced.
Richard Armstrong at ten a.m. ated by
flounces or smocking,
Mr.and Mrs. Beck Wilson were
for a work shop meeting. Each give a round soft
feeling, a
one is to bring a sack lunch.
good body line in the Jerry high score winners and Mr. and
Silverman collection by Mrs. W.J. Swami were second
The Red Cross First Aid InShannon Rodgers. In thehame 'high.
structor's Course will begin at
The club meets each Wedcollection, deep flounces at the
600 p.m. in the Calloway County hem of late day
clothes give nesday at seven p.m. at Gleason
who
Public Library. All those
Hall beside St. Leo's Catholic
pretty. movement to skirts.
have pre-registered for this
Church
course are reminded to attend.

FBIRTHSJ

1

A Ham and Turkey Shoot will
be held at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds from nine a.m. to
five p.m., sponsored by the
Kirksey Ball Club. Shells and
refreshments will be sold at the
shoot.
A coffee will be held at the
home of Mrs. Vernon C. Nance,
1229 Dogwood Dive, fro 9.30 to
11:30 a.m. for all members and
of the Business and
guests
'Professional Women's Club. This The Women of St. John's
will be a part of the observance Episcopal Church will meet at
of National Business Women's he home of Mrs. Stephen
Davenport, 1633 Farmer Avenue,
Week.
at 7:30 p.m.
Girl Scout Unitorm e-xchange
and Sale will be held from nine
Ina.m. to 12 noon at the Girl Scout The Murray Chapter of
cabin. This is for Brownies, ternational Secretaries will meet
Juniors, Cadets, Seniors, and at the Calloway Public Library' at
3:30 p.m.
'Adults unifdrms.
Mr. and Mrs. Bunn C. Swann
Tuesday, October 19
will hold open house at their
The MSU Branch of the ACE
home, 1323 Poplar Street, from
2:30 to 5:30 p.m. in celebration of will meet in Room 154 of the
their 60th wedding anniversary. Educational Building at 6:30 p.m.

Winners Duplicate
Bridge Are Named

Th.
Fri

job.

Tim spent very little time with our sons because he was
always doing something for the church, attending churchrelated meetings, etc. Sometimes I think church was a
convenient hiding place to stay away from work and
responsibilities. It was easier for Tim to kneel and pray for
the other person than to do something himself.
better
If this overdose of religion had made Tim a
He's been
person, it would have been worth it, but it hasn't.
had severan unkind, critical and even abusive father. He's
neighborhood,
our
in
right
girls
young
with
affairs
al cheap
which he doesn't know I am aware of.
I was
When I went to the priest to ask for a separation
Catholic
told it was an "honor and privilege to be a good
his
wife, ESPECIALLY when one's husband hasn't done
duty as a husband and father."
According to him I am a "saint on earth who is building up huge treasures in heaven."
feel
I don't feel Like a saint. I feel like a fool. I also
off
relieved to be able to get this huge lump of resentment
"AMEN"
my chest.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you for help because I
am too ashamed to seek help elsewhere. I am not married,
Abby, and I am pregnant. I do not wish to marry the fellow
because I have no feelings left for him. I cannot tell my
parents because I would rather die than let them know that I
have failed them. I can arrange to leave home for several
months and want to know if you could recommend a home
for unwed mothers, OUT of Ireland. Thank you in advance.
TROUBLED IN BELFAST

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: In all the years I've been married, I've
tried to go to bed looking sexy. No curlers or face cream.
Now that men have gone in for long hair my husband
has never looked better. But, Abby, going to bed with a
man who is wearing a hairnet turns me off My husband
isn't ashamed of it, either. He tells our friends how he
"puts his hair up" and wears a hairnet to bed. My husband
is very masculine, and I do love him, but until he gets rid
of his hairnet our love life is at a standstill.
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.
DEAR SPRINGS: A man who continues a practice
which he knows turns his wife off is asking for what he Is
getting. Nothing! But there are no winners in that game.
so you two had better come to terms. And fast.
DEAR ABBY: When a guy takes his date to a club with
go-go dancers, is his date supposed to applaud, too?
I enjoy the club, but I feel so stupid applauding some
other girl for arousing my date. It seems almost like thanking her for something I couldn't do myself_ My date says
those girls work hard and they deserve to be applauded by
NO CLAPPER
the entire audience. What's your opinion?

DEAR TROUBLED: There is a Salvation Army home
[called Booth Memorial] in both Glasgow, Scotland, and also
In London England. God bless.
901i--;;40.
'What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
90069. For a personal reply enctose stamped. addressed
envelope.

DEAR NO: Applause is an expression of appreciation..
If you appreciate the performance I for whatever reason].
applaud.
DEAR ABBY: My husband (I'll call him Tim} -is a
religoholic. Religion is to Tim what alcohol is to an
alcoholic, with one difference. An alcoholic's symptoms are
obvious, and he gets sympathy and understanding from
friends, neighbors, etc. The religoholic's symptoms are obvious only to those very close to him, and to outsiders he
appears to be upright, moral and good. Everyone tells me
how lucky I am to have such a fine husband. The truth is
I may as well be a widow. I raised four lovely children with
little helP from Tim, managing the home and a part-time
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FASHION TWO-TWENTY
is MOVING
from 307 North 4th to 909 SYCAMORE
Open 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
s
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Husband's hairnet
Cools her off

Christmas Gifts
Lesson Given At
The Westside Duty.
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50,000 YARD PURCHASE FROM OUR OWN MILL!
REGULAR $4.99 YD. FIRST QUALITY PO°ULAR
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All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.

Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the social hall at two p.m.
The Wranglers Riding Club will
:have its annual award supper at
The WSCS of the Good
the Federal Savings and Loan
Shepherd United Methodist
-Building, Main and 7th Streets, at
Church will meet at the church at
Mx p.m.
two p.m.

11
4
91:

CREPE STITCH

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its regular of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
dinner meeting at the Southside at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
Re_staurant.at 6-30 pm
The Baptist Women of the First
Sunday, October 17
Baptist Church will hold its
A Gosepl singing will be held at general program meeting at the
Shady Grove Baptist Church church at nine a.m.
starting at six p.m.
The Dorothy Group of the First
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Conner Baptist Church WMS will have a
will celebrate their 50th wedding cookout at the home of Mrs.
anniversary with a reception at Eugene Tarry-. Husbands will be
the Sevelith and Poplar Church special guests.
of Christ from two to 4:30 p.m. All
The Music Department of the
friend's are invited.
Woman's Club will meet
Murray
be
"Exploring Superstar" will
Arts
the first of series of Con- at the Price Doyle Fine
will
temporary Worship Services at Center at 7:30 p.m_ Hostesses
Winter,
C.
John
Mesdames
be
First
the
of
Chapel
the Hale
..United Methodist Church at Paul Shahan, Richard Farrell,
• eleven a.m. to run concurrently Robert Baar, H. Glenn Doran,
Arvin Crafton, Kathryn Elliott,
• with the regular wor „run se- v.
and Miss Lillian Tate
Monday, October 18
Women's
Christian
The Department of Home The
Economics at Murray State Fellowship of the First Christian
University invites all women who Church will hold its general
have degrees in home economics meeting at the church at ten a.m.
living in Calloway County to an
The Faith Doran Circle of the
as Open House in the Social Area.,
Room N204 of the Applied Science First United Methodist Church
Building between three an& five WSCS will meet at the home of
Mrs_ A. L. Rhodes, South 6th
Street, at two p.m.
IThe Republican Women's Club
Will meet at the home of Mrs
County
Calloway
The
Prue Kelley at 7:30 p.m_
Retarded
tot
Association
Children will meet at the new
; The Murray Unit of the NHCA
center
at 7:30 p.m.
Southside
the
: will be held at
Restaurant at 7:30 p.m. This is
The Chorus of the Music
. an important business meeting.
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a
.• The Calloway County Band rehearsal following the meeting
:Boosters Club will meet at the at the Price Doyle Fine Arts
.achool band room at 7:30 p.m. building

• .•
*•
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This coltu
answers on
Freeze is pi
office of tb
Revenue Ser
as a public
answers
frequently a
and Price
August 15 b

Q - Will
freeze be
with low int
A - While
Council has
exemptions
persons, it K
the freeze,
allowed:
necessary t
line with
legislation;
eliminate d
practices; i
payments;
coverage or
Security.
Q -How ca
that a seller
particular it
of the freezi
A-Under t
must mai
available fa
list of his
consumer
these ceilini
question.
If the con
the price ch
of the ceilir4
the setter
records that
If the selle
supporting
sumer may
ternal Reve
will review
teriow-up as
Experienc
when local I
complaint, it
telephone cl
businessmar
with the reqi
In virtuall
problem h
amicably
@ - The lei
provides for
Increase of
mongh. Can
me pay this
A - No R
and houses
during the
lease provic

:
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100% POLYESTER

A bake sale will be held at Big
The Coldwater Homemakers
K,sponsored by Deward's Chapel
will meet with Mrs. Newel
Club
Pentecostal Church.
Doores at one p.m.
A miscellaneous and antique
The WSCS of the Russell's
. auction sale will be held by the
Cumberland Chapel United Methcdist Church
Grove
:Oak
church at 1:30
'Presbyterian Church starting at will meet at the
p.m.
ten a.m.
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Now save more than I, on the season's most popular Polyester Double Knit Stitch!
Imagine 100 percent Texturized Polyester Crepe Stitch at this low, low price. Every yard
guaranteed first quality.. Full bolts in the season's most wanted colors. To our knowledge it's
the lowest price anywhere on these fine knits. Remember these are NOT Leftovers, NOT
Odds and Ends, but brand new beautifully textured crepe weaves. Nobody can undersell the
Remnant House on First Quality Polyester Double Knits!
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15 Colors to choose from

NTP:
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-Real Red
-Jewel Purple
-Mann Brown
-Spring Green
Sioux Blue
-Medium Blue
- -Bright Navy
-Black

-White
-Medium Lilac
-Burnt Orange
-Emerald Green
-Vivid Gold
-Pretty Pink
-Antique Gold
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60" PRINTED ORLON PILE
100 percent Orlon
Pile in beaut,ful infant
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Special Mill Purchase!
REG. $4.99 YD. MACHINE WASHABLE

prints Ideal for blankets, lackets,
snow suits, etc Guaranteed machine
washable, guaranteed first quality!
Save %300 a yard!
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REMNANT HOUSE . . . YOUR MONEY BACK
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If you can sew a stitch, thread a needle, come to the Remnant House
and save up to 00 percent on First Quality, Name Brand Fabrics. Not just
week-end Specials, but every yard in our store is discount priced at ALL
TIMES!
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Cooperative Month has been
observed on a national basis
Questions
The
since 1964. Before that, several
and
Wage-Price
midwestern states, starting in
Internal
By Judy Kelso
A riswergx
a six unit basis. The large ap1948, held annual observances to
Revenue
Freeze
commemorate cooperative Someone once said, "All men pliances in every two kitchens
SOf vice
achievements and contributions are not created equal, but all men will be either harvest gold,
are born to equal opportunity." avacado, or coppertone. There
to the American way of life.
Q • Does the freeze cover
This column of questions and
How true the statement depicts will be three refrigerators, two
are
Month
Co-op
answers on the Wage and Price dividends?
Activities for
the city of Murray.
dishwashers, three garbage
National
A -No. However, the President
Freeze is provided by the local
coordinated by the
on The Murray Independent disposals, and a washer and a
committee
office of the
U. S. Internal requested that American cor- P. L. Finks, general manager Advisory
Revenue Service and is published porations volunatarily put a of the West Kentucky Rural Cooperative to the U.S. Depart- School board has met a new dryer to accommodate the kitTelephone Cooperative Corp., ment of Agriculture. Chairman challenge in planning and con- chens. The new ranges will have
as a public service. The column ceiling on their dividends
To comply with the spirit and Mayfield, Kentucky, announced of the committee this year is Dr. structing a new system of an exhaust and fan above them to
answers
questions
most
frequently asked about the Wage intent of the President's request, this week that the 1971 Vernon E. Schneider, president, education. One of these new ideas eliminate smoke and grease.
of has been the new high school New equipment, cookware, and
Institute
and Price Freeze announced corporations should not declare nationwide Cooperative Month American
which is nearing completion in tableware will be colordividends on their common stock Observance will be held in Oc- Cooperation, Washington, D.C.
August 15 by President Nixon.
November.
tober.
the
of
Theme
observance
coordinated for each kitchen.
at a rate exceeding the effective
David C. Fullarton, NTCA The
new high school which will Although some of the equipment
Q - Will exemption.s from the rate declared in the most recent will be 'Cooperatives Care'.
Executive Vice-President serves
soon be ready for occupancy was will be taken from the old school,
freeze be granted for persons divident period prior to August
as a member.
built for 750-800 student capacity most of the equipment will be
During
month,
the
cooperative
15, 1971.
with low incomes?
Other members of the National
A - While the Cost of Living
If, for each of the last three groups at the local, will be coordinating committee include: and will house the ninth through new. One of the kitchens will be a
the twelfth grades. Some of the more deluxe kitchen with finer
Council has not granted formal years, a company has either counting the many ways Cooperative League of the USA,
new innovations executed by the china and a set of earthenware.
Care.
Attention
Cooperatives
t::xemptions for low income declared extra dividends at a
National Council of Farmer
Between the two large
persons, it has stated that, during particular time of year, or will focus on cooperatives' Cooperatives, National system are a large gymnasium,
carpeted halls, valuable storage classrooms will be the powder
the freeze, the following are followed a pattern of variation in concern for people, a better living Federation
Grain
of
and work space for faculty, in- room and the living area. The
for their members, the total
allowed: increases that are dividends throughout the year, it
/
Cooperatives, National Milk
tercom .system and central powder room will be handy when
youth,
their
environment,
necessary to bring wages into may increase its dividends acProducers Federation, and the
control
and America.
heating and cooling teaching in some of the areas,
line with minimum wage cording to past practice. The communities
National Telephone Cooperative
systems. Classroom space and such as child care. The living
legislation; 'increases that extra dividends, or the level of "This year's theme," said Mr. Association.
valuable teaching aids have been area will be carpeted in the
eliminate discriminatory wage dividends declared in a fixed Finks, "traces back to the basic
why cooperatives exist.
added with a large library and school carpet, which is a mingled
reason
must
those
pattern,
exceed
not
practices; increases in welfare
PRAYERS
guidance office for the student pattern of olive green and gold.
And, that is to serve people. SCHOOL
payments; and increases in declared last year. In addition,
)UPI) —A
have a special WASHINGTON
use.
Cooperatives
This room will add social grace,
be
practices
must
coverage or benefits under Social the
members
House
One of the departments that serve as a conference room, and
sense of mission to help people group of 67
documented
request.
upon
Security.
parties has formed ia has
been greatly improved has will be used as an area for specia'
use their services, as long as from both
The Cost of Living Council as that
Q -How can a customer be sure
committee urging defeat of a been the Home Economics
it's in the public interest."
occasions.
that a seller's ceiling price for a emphasized that it will continue
amendconstitutional
Department. The new departHe also noted that Co-op Month proposed
The home economics inparticular item is not in violation actively to scrutinize and monitor
in public
prayer
allow
to
ment
ment features a clothing con- struction includes six areas:
dividends declared by com- this year will focus on how schools.
of the freeze?
struction laboratory, a foods and They are child care, foods and
cooperatives have kept tuned to
A-Under the law, the retailer panies.
The committee wrote letters nutrition laboratory, a powder
new demands and accelerating
nutrition, clothing, management,
employer
an
his
Can
Q
change
must maintain and have
House members saying room and a living
area. The housing, and relationships. The
changes in these swift-moving to all
available for public inspection a employees' health insurance plan
amendment proposal should clothing construction laboratory
the
times.
two instructors at the new high
list of his ceiling prices. The to provide for increased benefits?
be defeated because it -would and foods laboratory will double
will be, Mrs. Lucy Lilly,
school
West
the
that
said
Finks
Mr.
may
employer
The
Yes.
A consumer can request to see
alter the First Amendment to as a general classroom and as a
who teaches home economics I,
these ceiling prices if he has a change to the new plan with Kentucky Rural Telephone the Bill of Rights for the first
laboratary.
There will H,III: and Mrs. Sally Crass, who
improved benefits as long as he Cooperatives has upgraded one, time in our history."
question.
new
12
be
macnines,
sewing
with teaches home economics I and
two
four
and
party
in
service
all
contribution.
If the consumer believes that makes no additional
150 tote trays for individual Consumer Education.
the price charged is in violation Any savings realized, however, 17 exchanges with a total of 12,000 HUNT ARSON SUSPECTS
storage of equipment and sup- (Miss Kelso wrote the above
of the ceiling, he can request that may not be passed along to telephones now in service. Direct BRADFORD, England (UPI)
plies. Other storage in the room article in accordance with her
was
service
Dial
Distance
an
be
would
the seljer porduce supporting employees,since this
—Police today began finger- will be general storage, storage
lesponsibilities as student
completed in April 1971 and
records that must be maintained. increase in real wages.
printing males over 14 years for student wraps and personal
Identification
teacher at Murray High School
Number
Automatic
rate
postal
Are
Q
increases
supply
not
does
seller
the
If
old living in an area where belongings, and storage for
Sepin
completed
was
service
of Mrs. Lilly.)
supporting records, the con- frozen?
three colored juvenile immi- presping equipment. A new ad- under the direction
On all Direct
A - Yes, postal rates cannot be tember 1971.
sumer may complain to the Ingrants died in a fire set by an diti6n will be a fitting stand for
Distance Dial calls it is no-longer
ternal Revenue Service, which increased during the freeze.
arsonist.
leveling hems of the students
Before you wash window
0111 review the complaint and Q - My employer wants to give necessary to give a number to the The fatal blaze Thursday was
garments. And in the back will be shades, remove the pull cords
is
number
billing
The
operator.
me a cash award for a suggestion
follow-up as appropriate.
the 13th arson attack since
dressing area for the students to and swish them through soap
Experience has shown that I made. Can I still get the recorded automatically through June on colored families in this
use in trying on their garments. 'or detergent suds. Rinse, pull
Automatic
Number
the
when local IRS officials review a award?
northern England city and the
The foods and nutrition them taut hang to dry, and
Other
equipment.
Identification
A - Yes. Businesses and
complaint, it frequently leads to a
first to result in deaths.
will be established on replace them On dean shades.
laboratory
telephone discussion with the government can continue to improvements being planned by
The children who died were
inCooperative
Telephone
the
the
businessman to acquaint him make cash awards during
Kenyan Asians—an 8-year-old
with the requirements of the law. freeze to employees for out- clude replacing all aerial cable boy and his 12 and 15 year old
In virtually all cases, the standing performance, provided and wire with buried cable and sisters. They were trapped
problem has been resolved that such awards continue to be burying 125 miles of new cable after kerosene was poured
given under the same formula during 1971 making a total of 806 through the front door mail
amicably.
controls that existed in the miles of buried cable in service. slot.
and
apartment
my
on
lease
The
Qprovides for an automatic rent month prior to the freeze. Em- Studies are being made for all
Increase of five dollars next ployers will have to maintain one party lines in the future.
Now You Know
mongh. Can my landlord make records on the incidence and Also, a new exchange will be
United Press International
By
near
Tennesseee
in
Paris
added
which
awards
amount of these
me pay this increase?
Mrs. James K. Polk, wife of
ing in December 1972. This
is
A - No. Rents on apartments demonstrate that these programs
the Telephone the 11th president, prohibited
and houses cannot be raised are not used to give employees vi
liquor and dancing in the White
during the freeze, even if the wage increases in violation of the Cooperative to give a better
House.
this
in
service
of
area.
grade
increase
an
for
provides
lease
freeze

Miss Kelso Describes Home Economics
Facilities At New Murray High School

Phone Co-op
Observing
Co-op Month

Sights On Safety
Fire Plays No Favorites
Controlled; tire has served man faithfully throughout
history. UncontroMed, fire becomes a stern master, as
its searing flames consume all life and property within
their grasp.
Too frequently. young children are fatalities of fire
Underwriters' Laboratories offers the following guidelines which can aid in greatly reducing the number of
these tragic deaths which occur daily as a result of fire.

play

Keep all flammable m•terials out
of their reach

Jinn from putting
Prevent
fingers and other Ob)eCts into
electrical outlets, by covering
unused receptacles

Keep Children inive; from ope,,
flames. such as on a gas stove

Do not allow
with matches

children to

Do not leave children unattended, make sure the
babysitter is competent and knows what to do in -case
of fire.
l-lave the appropriate tire extinguishers Listed by
Underwriters' Laboratories on hand at all times.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

DRYCLEANING SALE

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

GET THOSE SCHOOL CLOTHES READY NOW...
OCTOBER 18, 19, 20

What's got Datsun dealers
laughing up their sleeves?

• Drive-In Window Service
• All Work Is Done On The Premises
and Workmanship Of Our Work Is
Guaranteed

THIS
WEEK
ONLY!

510 4-Door Sedan

shirts...laundered
to perfection!

Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

No Limit

FOLDED

This Week Only!

TILLKLEMM
Datsun has something over all their
competitors: T.E.E. H.E.E. Which stand
for Technical Engineering Excellence.
And Highly Extravagant Extras.
Our 510 4-Door is loaded with
T.E.E. and chock-full of H.E.E. T.E.E.
means things like a body welded into
a single steel unit. No rattle. Longer
wear.
It means equipment like safety
front disc brakes, overhead cam en-

gine and independent rear suspension.
Now for the H.E.E. For nothing
extra the 510 4-Door comes with reclining fr.:mit buckets, whitewalls,
carpets and tinted glass—all standard
equipment.
See the Small Car Expert, your
Datsun dealer, and test drive the 510,
soon. It offers so much value, it isn't
even funny.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
So.

12th Street

*

Open Evenings Till 8:00 *

Phone 753-7114

- PLAIN -

DRESSES!

99

ea.

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

ill

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
OPEN: 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
PHONE 753-9084
Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.
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Vandalism And Violence
Create Forts of Schools

doubled between 1964 and 1968
By CRAIG PALMER
Senate subcommitWASHINGTON UPI —Van- and that a
delinquency in
juvenile
on
tee
dalism and violence are creaton teachers
ing fortresses of many schools, 1970 said assaults
the period by
asserts the National School increased during
7,100 per cent, robberies by 306
Public Relations Association.
and homicides by 73
Dogs patrol the corridors of per cent,
Memphis,Tenn., schools at per cent.
School Board
night; police pose as students The American
reports that teaching
Journal
in New York City to trap dope
twice as dangerous as
pushers; Alexandria, Va., school is
a steel mill. It said
in
working
teachers negotiate contracts
75,000 teachers are
nearly
giving them unprecendented
badly enough each year
powers to expel students; injured
by accidents, to require
many
Texarkana, Tex., schools install
attention.
cameras in junior and senior medical
for students, many are too
high schools to take pictures of As
to report crime they
students involved in disturban- frightened
encounter during the school
ces and give teachers tape
day.
recorders to record threats.
report conservatively
These ugly scars on the face The
estimates the cost of vandalism
of American eudcation are
alone at $200 million a year and
a
in
report,
cited
new
ask, "Are the schools to be
"Vandalism and Violence: Innoconverted into forbidding monovative Strategies Reduce Costs
liths of security intended to
to Schools." It was prepared by
repel all intruders?"
Editors of
Education
the
Idea not Dismissed
U.S.A., a weekly newsletter
The idea certainly is not
published by the association.
dismissed out of hand by
It is hard to quarrel with the
harassed school officials.
report's conclusion that the
"Many school officials point
situation is truly "a national
out that new, windowless
dilemma."
schools would do much to
Crime Doubles
alleviate the high loss of
Consider for instance that
window breakage and the time
school crime in most categories
required for maintenance," the
report said.
"Also saved would be money
Higher Postage
spent for shades. In addition,"
In '72 Ruled Out say their adherents, "WindowWASHINGTON, Oct. 14. —
less schools are safer because
(UPI) — No more postal
they eliminate the possibility of
injuries from broken glass. And
rate increases are in sight
there is no reason for not
for at least a year, Postmasbuilding them in this day of air
ter General Winton Blount
conditioning."
said Thursday.
Electronic alarm systems are
Blount said a report last
most popular first line of
the
month, that the Postal Servdefense, the report said. Glass
ice would seek another rate
windows are being replaced by
hike next year was "comsubstitutes three to six times
pletely wrong."
more expensive. Schools are
His chief financial officer,
installing fences and night
James W. Hargrove, who
had predicted a rate in- lights, using dog guards and
crease to take effect by July, cops, hiring community aides
said Blount wants to cooperand putting workers on late
ate with President Nixon's night schedules.
anti-inflation program so he
lt hen puri•hasin4 a pearl
will not ask for the increase.
necklace, remember that the
The original report from
th of the -tram! _should be
len,
Hargrove said the service
correct pruportifin with
n
would request a raise in the
tight
unc's physical size.
cost of first class stamps
clwiker is nut for a shortfrom 8 to 9 cents and from 10
ri et Ise,' woman. .‘ small
to 12 cents for air mail. A
first class stamp went up
414,1.111i chou,ea prinfrom 6 to 8 cents and airmail
ce,- of Matinee length, while
rose from 10 to 11 cents May
taller w 11111.'11 4411 V. ear th.Ig.
I.inc. uuera letlittft.

*********************=7:*
On Hwy. !21
(Mayfield Hy,)
753-5787.'1.

Diabetic Patient Educational
Program Underway At lioptown

immammegratormoswi
• •••••

SWIMMLNG CLASS-A Special Education swimming weer= under the sponsorship of the City
Parks and Recreation Dept., is being held in the Murray State University pool once a week. Directed
by Mike Free, a physical education major, there are 28 children II/solved in the program 4rom
Murray Middle School. A ratio of two pupils to each of the 15 volunteer instructors enables the lessons
to be geared to the needs of the individual. Free said the purpose of the class is to adjust the child to
the water
Photo By Bill Bartleman

Outdoor Lore

New

adhesives

can replace the
loose tile in your bathroom
or mend the tear in your
tent and awning now with
one of the new silicone
rubber adhesive caulks for
home use
nu

Crossword Puzzle

By Neyy le Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agntuitur
Over the years work habits
of country people-like so
many other things-have undergone tremendous change. As a
consequence, little attention is
now paid to the "harvest
moon" of October which once
figured - prominently in rural
life.
Bet ore mechanization, when
much farm labor was done by
hand, the days of autumn were
never long enough to complete
the many urgencies of the
harvest. Therefore, for farmers,
the haraest moon with its
quicksilver light was a godsend.
During the day they dug potatoes, gathered apples, and cut
has. Then by the light of the
moon, they cut and shocked
corn, hauled in pumpkins, and
stripped cane in preparation
for sorghum making.
_
_

s

harvest moon is literally "out
of this world". Its splendor is
all .engulfing, nostalgic. and
wonderous to behold. Long a
favorite subject of poets and
song writers, it is very well'
described by Henry W. Longfellow who wrote: "On gilded
vanes and roofs of villages: on
woodland crests and their
aerial neighborhood of nests
deserted; on curtained windowpanes of rooms where children
sleep: on country lanes and
harvest fields, its mystic
splendor rests--the Harvest
Moon."

Every Job
Has Its
Hangups

SEATTLE (UPI) —Frank
Van Geystel says "every job
has its hang ups." His job has
more than its share, and
despite a narrow escape from
/•
death he said Thursday he still
likes hanging around buildings.
'
Van Geystel is a window
40.,f,A411/
fie
washer.
*,"
A
For about six minutes he
dangled four stories above solid
concrete and almost certain
Wednesday after his
For youngsters participating death
safety belt snapped. He was
in this form of rural "moonpulled to safety by two chief
it was an exciting executives of Western Internalighting.e,*
• v.. "d-'
tune or adyenture. Although tional Hotels.
e4
•
to 5
the work was as hard as that of
"I put the hooks in the loops
I
the window. I pulled on
outside
day,
always
the
there
were
Mon. thru *
double check and
to
them
if pleasant distractions-the sight swung out to start the job,"
Sat *
if wild geese silhouetted
recalled Van Geystel, 32.
to 5
against this glowing orb as they
I/
or other
"Then a link between the
Sunday * winged down the sky, the hook and the belt broke loose. I
spine-tingling noises made by dropped down and it flipped me
my NWT IOUS ifeallifeS of the around with my back to the
to all who visit us
Lra
night. the musical baying of wall."
4
Screaming for help, Van
this weekend!
hounds cliacifig gray foxes that
Geystel held onto the single
s prowl during times of
strand. "It seemed more like 15
DRESS UP YOUR HOME WITH
the harvest inoon.
minutes but I'd judge it was
and un- about six," he said.
simple
their
In
"My first concern was trying
iii tered beliefs. tanners ot the
to keep my head. Then I
the
entetrainell
de.,
started yelling as loud as I
Wide selection
that the full moon that
could, 'call the Fire Departof colors
(),:tober
tame Ill early
ment.' It was strange to see a
litaven—a
trorn
,it I
guy down there with a camera
GOOD SELECTION OF
ti iii., no n !snit' tor extra time taking my picture. But I saw
other people running toward the
hi tor gathering''it
hotel.
that day, however.
"The next thing I knew they
FOR FALL PLANTING
Me harvest moon a non were pulling me into the room
he
must
it
hut
id.' rice.
FALL IS THE PRIME TIME FOR
It was so full of people you
rciliernhcreil that dismissing couldn't count 'em."
IS
"nine CS C 11 as —..41111k. RIC 0,
Van Geystel was pulled to
explaining
easvw
1
safety by Lynn P. Hirrunelman,
Complete Stock of
explaining chairman of the board and
while
cit. is thine
chief executive of Westerr
lion
•
* Seed
International Hotels, and J
alriii,st
11,1Vt.N
it
Bt. ,111SC
William Heithan, senior vice
* Lawn Food
the • aril' s president, who wers
I.,
iniri/oniallv
attending
* Wheat Straw
.11initnth
the 1114)4)n
I/1 Pll
an executive session on the
LA.- earlier in the North, ii, third floor.
COMPLETE STOCK OF TOP QUALITY
1!,
f Icroisplic re. As it cinerge%
it appears
above the
( arrs (no
,,-,i•,
size of the 'bottom it a
to ill(
rtql,
wash ttih. But this is only an
FOR FALL LANDSCAPING
k,r of h. a.: -.illusion When loss in the sky
trent has prrich
we tend to relate it to trees,
plash. 1-).111 in t
Is of known
houses ani0
colors or
pounds. Boa I
size. When hieti overhead. it
lint/Inn( I.
only looks smaller and mud}
rout it '1 he
farther away.
di si;mnil
***************************:
I he mystic beamy 'it the
only.
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Free!8
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At the present the classes are
made available by the Tennessee
Mid-South Regional Program,
working with Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital. In the future
the individual patient will have to
assume the cost of this
educational program.

Cattle this week

WELL,940oor,
I RAVE TO SAY
GCOD-f3Y .

754

40
Calves this week
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK
Slaughter cows 50 higher,
slaughter bulls,' calves and
vealers steady, feeders steady to
1.00 higher.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
20.00-22.50, high yielding individual up to 23.50, Cutter 18.00.
20.00, Canner 16.00-18.00.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
to Good over 1,000 lbs. 24.00-27.00.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Mixed Good and
Choice 180-240elbs. vealers 36.00.
40.00, mixed Good and Choice 244350 lbs. calves 31.00-36.00.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
300-400 lbs. 38.50-41.50, few high
Choice up to 45.00, 400-500 lbs.
36.00-38.50,500-600 lbs. 33.50-36.00,
mixed Good and Choice 300-400
lbs. 36.00-38.50,400-500 lbs. 33.5036.00, 500-600 lbs. 31.50-33.50,
Good 300-400 lbs. 33.50-36.00, 400500 lbs. 31.50-33.50, 500-600 lbs.
29.00.31.50.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
300-500 lbs. 31.50-33.50, 500-700 Ilas);
29.00-31.50, mixed Good an
Choice 300-500 lbs. 29.00-31.50, 500700 lbs. 26.0029.00, Good 300-500
lbs. 26.50-23.00, 500-700 lbs. 24.5026,50.

Today the emphasis is on living
a healthy normal life, free from
complications from the disease.
The classes are conducted in an
informal atmosphere where
diabetics can share problems.
The entire program is geared
to teach the diabetic that for all
practical purposes he or she can
do the same things as the nondiabetic. The choice is up to the

To remove chewing gum
from clothing, linens and other
fabrics, scrape off excess with
dull knife. Rub with ice until
remaining gum rolls into a ball.
Sponge with dry cleaning fluid.

SCOTT DRUG

.15.1

1205 Cliesta.ut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 pin,
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00 13000 00000 Prior to 1921 diabetics faced
MOOMMEIMO 00010 only death. Then insulin was
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discovered, and more recently an
311100111 0MB0000 oral active antidiabetic drug.
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Pine, hostalily
Potted Plant

patient, but he can a con u
and confident diabetic.

A Diabetic Patient Educational luncheon is served with each
Program is now in existence at patient choosing his own food
plan.
Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital from his individual diet
302 West
in Hopkinsville, Kentucky, under Classes are held at
the auspices of the Tennessee Eighteenth Street, Hopkinsville,
Mid-South Regional Medical Kentucky,and will be repeated at
Program. Residents of Calloway two-week intervals. Attendance
county which is part of this 14- is limited to 10 diabetics, and
county regional area, are eligible patients are encouraged to bring
to attend free of charge. The a member of their family to
clinic is staffed on a part time understand diabetes, but this is
basis by Dr. James R. Dade, optional.
Director; Mrs. Linda Muffins,
Dietitian; and Mrs. Nancy Cost, Patients may be referred by
Nurse.
their physician, or may contact
Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital
The purpose of the Program is 886-5221, Ext. 215 or Ext. 231.
to help the diabetic patient understand diabetes in general, his Between courses Mrs. Mullins
case in particular; and the and Mrs. Cost are available for
principles of diet, insulin, oral individual counseling with a
medication, prevention
of patient, either hospitalized or an
hypoglycemia, ketosis and the out-patient. Dr. Dade oversees
like.
training
educational
the
program, Mrs. Mullins instructs
The 7-hour course is given in concerning diets, and Mrs. Cost
three days on Tuesday, Wed- teaches nursing techniques and
and
nesday,
Friday.
prevention of complications from
Registration for the next course diabetes.
begins at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday,
October 19th. The regular class It is noted, that four million
session lasts from 9:30 a.m. until Americans suffer from diabetes
11:30 a.m. On Friday a buffet and the number is increasing
because with modern medicine
diabetics live longer, more
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
normal lives and reproduce. The
030 000Q0
000 IMMO 000 disease is hereditary. The
330100100 BOOM number also rises due to better
0000 BOOM
screening programs that detect
0001i 0510011000 patients.
1110
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Call•

753-1916
•
••••
Legal Notice

ORDINANCE NUMBER 545;
ORDINANCE
AN
BEING
PROHIBITING THE PARKING
OF ANY KIND OF VEHICLE ON
THE SOUTH SIDE OF POPLAR
FROM SEVENTH
STREET
preGET READY for winter,
STREET TO EIGHTH STREET
TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat hung Storm doors with screen.
FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.;
bed,one box bed. Phone 753$24.95 each. Cash-Way Building
FIXING PENALTIES FOR THE
TFC4 Material, 901 Story Ave. Phone
7850.
VIOLATION HEREOF; AND
021C
753-7850.
MOBILE HOME, 1968, 12x50. All
ORANY
REPEALING
electric, unfurnished. Needs
PORTION OR
OR
DINANCE
minor repairs and cleaning. 1971 HONDA 175 SL Motor Sport.
ORDINANCE IN CONFLICT
$2,500.00. Phone 753-3648 or 753- Mint condition. Has 715 miles.
HEREWITH.
Only
accessories.
of
worth
$130.00
6202.
TFC
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
018C
$595.00. Phone 753-8425.
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
cleaning
CARPET
( Located)
KEEP
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN.
Loe Bolan Place West Of Murray, Ky.-Take Highway 464 At
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
problems small; use Blue Lustre IDEAL TOWN or trailbike 1970
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TOKirksey or Penny Road Then Turn North on Gravel to First
wall to wall.Rent electric Hodaka 100cc, $275; 1970
House
Auctioneer Wayne Wilson Phone 753-5086 Home,
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
WIT:
Office 753-3263.
016C Kawasaki 238cc Greenstreak
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
SECTION I: It shall be
Scrambler, $300; Honda 50cc
unlawful for any person, firm,
in expartnership, corporation or other
HELP %ANTED
OCTOBER 21st - 5 P.M. IN AFTERNOON
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols mini-bike, $140. All bikes
FOR RENT
cellent condition. 753-7104. 018P OUT OF SHAPE or overweight?
6 Room Modern Frame House with Bath and Utility Room.
legal entity to park any kind of
in Ky. No increase in prices.
For the easy way to lose inches or COMPLETELY
for
money
extra
FURNISHED LADIES EARN
6 Outbuildings in excellent condition.
vehicle on the south side of
Country Boy Stores, Army
pounds fast, call
22 Acres of Land that is one of the best Small Farms in West Ky.
cottage on 'Kentucky Lake. Rent Christmas. Six immediate
Street from Seventh
Poplar
Hopkinfrom
FARM WILL BE AUCTIONED AT 6:30 P.M.
Surplus, 9 miles
Excellent
SHAPEMAKERS,
available.
753-2962.
by
or
Openings
month
Phone
week,
year.
10-12
Street to Eighth Street from 8:00
HOUSEHOLD AND OTHER ITEMS Including Hand and Shop
sville, Junction 117 & 164. Open LADIES DRESSES. Sizes
For
Weight
loss
time.
part
guaranteed.
NIINC
or
ITC earnings. Full
436-5679 after 5:30 p.m.
Tools such as Air Compressor, Electric Bench Gr nder, New
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
019C and 13. Also boys and girls
Sundays until 4 p.m.
interview appointment call 753Homelite Chain Saw 2 Wheel Dollie, Farm Wagon, Rake Wheels,
clothing size 4-5-6. Matching
SECTION II: Any persons,
Hand Well Pump, New Spray Paint Gun and Hose,
019C
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
organs
on
bath
with
house
FOUR
ROOM
1711.
sailor suits for boys and girls,
1954 CHEVROLET FLAT BED, TWO TON TRUCK WITH
corporation, partnership or
firm,
flash cards,
AIDS,
TEACHING
for
or
rent
sale.
Rent
applies
to
Coles Camp Ground Road, 3 WILL PAY well for your spare
CATTLE RACKS IN REAL GOOD CONDITION.
size 2. All in good condition, 435legal entity found guilty of
other
numbers,
and
letters
cardboard
Gas Stove, Electric Range, 2 Refrigerators, Black and White
Piano miles from college. If interested time working at home for us.
018C purchase. Lonardo
4905.
violating any provision of this
Portable T.V. One Hardrock Maple Cabinet Colored T.V., Two
flannel board aids. Hours 8 to 8
Company,
across
from
Post
019C
247-2539.
Mayfield
call
Anhone who can read and write ordinance shall be deemed guilty
Bunk Beds, One Bed Room Suit, One set of Lawn Table and
weekdays. Wallace Book Store,
015C
Chairs, Automatic Washer, China Cabinet with Oval Glass Doors,
can qualify. Details write; James
TRAILOR BED practically Office, Paris, Tenn.
of a misdemeanor and shall be
019C 3,4
Old Chest of Drawers, Metal Utility Cabinet, 4 Piece Sectional
AUTOS FOR SALE
1413 Olive. St.
Bliss Co., P.O. Box 324, Dept. fined not less than Five Dollars
018C
new. $35.00. 753-6432.
Living Room Suit, Modern Living Room Tables, Lamps, Antique
021C
Tables, Old High Back Chair, Cooking Utensils and Dishes
1970 DATSUN, 16,000 miles. Four K696, Levittown, Pa. 19053.
($5.00 ) nor more than Ten
NEW KIMBALL DEALER door,
1970 EL CAMINO, power and air.
Many other Items.(Not Responsible In Case of Accident)
white. Spare never been
be seen to
INSURANCE m- Dollars $10.00) for each offense.
Piano
WANTED:
Many extras, live new. Phone '65 MUSTANG. Must
Conrad's
used. $1600.00. Phone 753SECTION III: Any ordinance
016NC appreciate. May be seen at 1109
752-7426 after 6:00 p.m.
016c spector. Must have car, Polaroid
and Organs
3053.
Pogue Ave. Phone 753-4652 or 753travel during or portion of ordinance of the City
to
free
and
camera
Paducah
Broadway
018C 623
8295.
202 So
Murray, Kentucky, in conflict
DOUBLE MIRRORED dresser.
1957 CHEVROLET, STRAIGHT the day. Respond to Box 32-P, of
Phone
Phone
443-6453
is hereby repealed to
herewith
016C
Kentucky.
4th Street
Bed with matching headboard,
.shift, excellent condition. Best Murray,
753-3263 springs.
the extent of such conflict and to
Roger
see
016C
or
Phone
767-4746
Phone
for
OPENINGS
offer.
"(1 ,
IMMEDIATE
GER READY for winter with pre AUTO
for
INSURANCE
such extent only.
Fain, 489-2196, Route 2, Murray, hung storm windows. 8.95 each
waitresses in Murray. For ineveryone. Excellent -rates. For
SMALL FARM: good location; 29 ACRES about 8 miles West of
FIRST
ON
automatic, terview appointment call 753- ADOPTED
018C for stock sizes. Cash-way
GTO
PONTIAC
on Kirksey Highway.
1968
every driver. Phone 753-1= or
besiness or future investment. Murray,. all good level land in
OF
DAY
14th
THE
ON
READING
brakes
and
016C
steering
6713.
Building material. 901 Story Ave. see Doug Willoughby at MFA power
One mile East Murray. ap- high state of cultivation with good
OCTOBER, 1971.
Phone 753condition.
Excellent
753-7850.
Kati\
021C
Insurance Co., 506 MWest
proximately 10 acres pasture. old 6 room frame home with bath
018P WANT PERSON to live in my COMMON COUNCIL, CITY
018P 1222.
Street.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. and carport. Priced to sell.
home to babysit. Room and board OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DRIED FLOWERS?
1970 COUGAR, Power Steering,
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. NEW 3 bedroom brick veneer
1967 CATALINA PONTIAC, 4 will be free. Phone 753-8804. 018C By Holmes Ellis,
brakes, Factory air, $1200.00 and TODDLERS DAY care now has
For appointment call 436home in East Y Manor, nice
door hardtop, power steering and
Mayor, City of Murray, Ky.
payments. Phone 753-6124. 018C opening for baby and also 2 year
WANTED,experienced fry
2173.
TFC carpet throughout,. central heat
brakes, factory air, vinyl roof. MEN
ATTEST:
Well"
"Wishing
Phone
duty.
person
on
olds. Have nurse
and air, fire-place, garage, builtLow mileage. Priced to sell/cook. Day Shift. Apply in
with pre-hung 753-4481.
GET READY
018C
019C Stanford Andreus
IN
020c at Long John Silver.
IT'S A HOUSE HUNTING KIND in appliances, good lot, 120'x156'.
Phone 753-4516.
Clerk, City of Murray,Ky. ITC
Storm
$8.95
for
windows.
each
14)
%t
NLSTF:RN
OF DAY!'
827,500.
sizes.
stock
Cash-Way
Building
or
OFFERED
in
sitter
deliver
SERVICES
to
BABY
now
EXPERIENCED
WE ARE ready
$2500 down and $150.00 monthly Nice 2 bedroom cottage on
LOST & FOUND
Material, 901 Story Ave. Phone take your order for six vein
o'clock
for this new 3 bedroom brick Kentucky Lake for year round
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back my home. Call after 5
021C stoker or four by seven lump coal
019C I PAIR OF ladies glasses. Plain
home. Buy now and choose your living about one block from BULLETIN BOARDS AIDS, idea 753-7850.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Phone 435-5861.
Reward $5.00. If
own floor covering. Central gas water, good lake view. Will trade books, paper and seasonal
or 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813, 5933.
woman brown frame.
020NC NEED MATURE
015C
foundca11753-6737
heat, electric air, 2 baths, dish- for small acreage and will con- material. Hours 8 to 8 week days. 1971 HONDA 350 Motor Sport Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 408
in
lady
elderly
for
BACKHOE OR dozer services. companion
with
motorcycle
320
miles.
TFC
Street.
washer, disposal, stove and oven. sider any reasonable bid.
4th
South
Wallace Book Store, 1413 Olive
living
Excellent
FOR IF,ASE
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone county.
Phone 753-8772 days or
Walking distance of new high 2 nice lots in good sub-division,
019C $695.00.
022C facilities, plus salary. Write P 0
753-9807.
753-8261
nights.
018C
school and grade school. Built by 155'x190'. Trees on back, will sell
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Box 43, Murray. giving name. FOR LEASE; Building at 51C
one of Murray's best builders. A together or separately. A
and Main. Former MontgomeryNo
H & R USED FURNITURE AKC REGISTERED German installation. Phone 753-7850. TEC, LIKE TO SHELL corn and age, telephone
bargain.
real bargain.
Ward sales agency. Write Box 32019P
references.
Store, Concord Road, is open 4 Shepherd puppies. Phone 753-6V7 ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser combine beans. Phone 437Nice 2 bedroom brick house with Galloway Insurance dr Real
020C
Z,or phone 753-4062.
019C
days each week, Wednesday, after 4:30 p.m.
C.M
Ky.,
Murray,
vice,
213,
Box
4364.
018C
a shaded lot. On a peaceful street, Estate. Phone 753-5842, Murray,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,,
382-2468, Farphone
Sanders,
close to schools and shopping. Kentucky.
018C 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. See us for 1966-12'x60 ENVOY Mobile home, mington, Kentucky.
TFC
Call for an appointment. Only
all your used furniture needs. If air-conditioned. Lots of extras. In
$14,000.
FOR RENT
BY OWNER 40 ACRES with we don't have it, we'll get it. Also excellent condition. One owner.
On South 6th Street, we have a 3 about 2800 feet of blacktop road have antiques.
Call 753-6676 or Phone 435-4022.
0113C
bedroom frame with aluminum frontage. 2 good wells. Priced to 753-4716.
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
016C
siding. It also has shop area, and sell at $12,000. Just off 121 on 614
stove, refrigerator, air conTWO PEKINGESE Puppies. 9
big shaded back yard. Neat, -about 1 mile from Ky. Lake. Ph. TOY BLACK Poodle
puppies. weeks old. $35.00 each. Phone 753- ditioner, washer and dryer.
compact, and priced to Sell at '436-2128.
Small child welcome. $115.00 per
ARC
018C
Registered, 12 weeks old. 5583.
021C
only $14,850.
month, with $50.00 deposit. Phone
Wormed. Phone 753-6379. 016C
90 acres of highly productive 1704 MAGNOLIA - Deluxe brick 3
023C
after 5:00p.m.
753-5792
ONE SINGLE cement laundryl
farm land with acreage on large bedroom home with large lot. G.E. WILDCAT stereo, $25.00.
stand with all the fittings, 12' x 60 ' MOBILE HOME,
on
tub
conservation lake close to Stella. Built-in range and
dishwasher. Also tape recorder, $10.00. Both almost new. One nice bird cage
co:npletely furnished with
Price of $21,500 includes 2 Gas heat and central air con- in excellent condition. Phone 753and stand. Phone 753-7195. 019P -washer-dryer. TV, new carpet,
bedroom frame house, excellent ditioning. Two car garage. 4155 after 4:00p.m.
016C
conditioned, central heat.
tobacco barn and other out- Priced for quick sale-owner is
8' HYDRO PLANE,factory built. air
building..
TAKE SOIL away the Blue Johnson 2 cylinder outboard 6'x12' storage house. Located on
being transferred.
Farm - North of Kirksey - $100 1214 Vine - a practically new Lustre way from carpets and
shady lot on Hwy. 180, 3 miles
motor. Extensively modified,
Phone 753-5038
per acre for land, barn and duplex, two bedrooms each side, upholstery.
Rent
electric $150.00. Phone 753-6387.
ITP east of Murray.
TFC
timber. $3,600 will buy the 2 appliances, large lot, good in- shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
after 5:00p.m.
'bedroom, 1 bath frame house. come. Can be purchased for Store.
The Okinawa Chamber of Commerce championship (as a
016C CREOSOTED POLES for pole
Marine in '59) wasn't Ice's biggest title. hut it was his first.
duplex apartBEDROOM
TWO
Maximum cost for entire 104 acre $24,000.00.
barn construction, utility poles
Since then, you count 'ern: Golf Rookie of he Year, 1967;
$130.00 per month. Phone
ment,
farm package is $14,000. Limit We are a member of Murray THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
U. S Open (twice): British. Canadian. HaYsaiian. TeN,IS this
nd boat docks. Murray Lumber
TFC
753-7850.
one to a cuttomer at this price. Multiple Listing Service. List paths too, removed with Blue
home state) twice: and many. others, including the 1969 World
o., Maple Street, Murray.
Cup Sportsman, citi7en. and friend of the Nev,spaperhoc7
Classic home located on wooded your property with us.
Lustre carpet shampoo. Western Kentucky,
ITC
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
175'x450' lot. Slate entry, pegged Claude L. Miller, Real Estate, Auto, Home of "The Wishing
unfurnished apartment, wall to
harOwood floor in den, playroom, 753-5064, 418 Main Street, 753- Well".
016C
0 D USED cultipackers. Call
wall carpet. Central air and heat.
3 bedrooms with master suite, 3059. John C. Neubauer,
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. 1TC
018C
Phone 753-4331.
designed with private bedroom Associate Broker, 753-7531. 1TC ONE 1953 TWO ton G.M.C. with
and 3rd bath with outside entry.
tires
Chevrolet
1959
One
grain bed.
NEW AND used tractor
Fully equipped kitchen, private
with grain bed. Phone 753Tractor flats repaired. Speedy HOUSE AT 9th and Sycamore.
CARDOFTHANKS
formal living area. Available for
020C service. Vinson Tractor Co. $80.00 per month. Call 7533970.
inspection by appointment only.
019C
1TC 3018.
Hampton
Phone 753-4892.
The Family of
Wooded, rolling, waterfront
Boggess wants to thank the FOURTEEN WEANING pigs.
acreage adjoining Irvin Cobb thirty-five boys who put Ronnie Phone 753-3056.
016P 23 HEAD OF Black Angus, 11 TWO BEDROOM Apartment,
"IS WHAT MAKES A BOY A GOOD NEWSPAPERBOY"
Resort. Perfect for subdividing. Dale Boggess' two acres of
cows, 11 calves, I bull. Cows and furnished, all paneled, gas heat.
20 acres priced to sell at $55,500. tobacco in the barn. May God NEW DUPLEX apartment bull registered. Call after 5 p.m. Has washer and dryer outlets.
Large corner commercial lot bless each and every one of
019C $55.00 per month. Also two
building, central heat and air, 753-2758.
ee Trevino thinks like a golfer. suL:cessfut newspaperboy. And you
bedroom all electric mobile
located in busy shopping area, you.
, 1TF completely carpeted, ceramic
why not? This year he made can add another word too: "thriftAnd
size 308'x282'. Serviced by all city
tile bath, stove furnished. Phone BREAKFAST SET,with 4 chairs, home. Private.Size 10'x48'. $70.00
per
by winning three national iness.- Like their parents and many
month.
Phone
016C
489-2595.
history
utilities.
N18C in good condition. Bedroom suite,
We the family of Edison Moore, 753-1585.
On Vine we have an inexpensive Jr., wish to thank everyone for all
titles (U. S.. ('anadian. and British) other Americans. thousands of newschest and dresser. Phone 435home with good income from the flowers, food and cards sent APARTMENT
within a span of three weeks. So paperboys save part of their earnSIZE
019C FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
4903.
Living room, kitchen, bathroom
apartment. The price of $16,500 is to us during the tragic death of refrigerator. Used. $55.00. Phone
when asked about Newspaperboy ings in U. S. Savings Bonds. in
with shower and bath. I or 2
a bargain.
016C
our loved one, husband, father 7534062 after 5:00 p.m.
he had this comment on what preparation for college or other
Day.
Donald R. Tucker Realtor. and son.
AUTOMATIC bedrooms, Zimmerman ApartGAUGE
12
financial needs of the future.
makes a newspaperboy tick:
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
Member of Multiple Listing.
A special thanks goes to Bro. BELGUIM BROWNING sweet 16 shotgun, like new. Phone 753Buying Bonds is just another extakes
He
follows
through.
"He
020C
753-6609.
Phone 75'3-4342. Associates Edna Harold Council and Bro. Billie shotgun, new; also new G. E. =3.
019P
of their all-round good citiample
mind
Never
customers.
his
of
care
Knight, home phone 753-4910. Pat Turner, Singers and the Max office refrigerator, 17"x2142",
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 1968
Mobley, home phone 753the season or the weather. your zenship. another reason for the naChurchill Funeral Home for their walnut grain finish. Phone 753- THE LYNNVILLF: Shoe Store in -node], very nice. Water, sewer
016C comforting words that made the 8118.
8958.
016C ' Lynnville; Kentucky now has and garbage pick-up furnished
newspaperboy knows you count on tion to he proud of its newspaper
boots, boots and more boots. We Has natural gas, near University.
WHY LIVE in a commercial area passing easier.
him-so he's always there with your carriers. Like I .ee Trevino's cap.
May God bless each of you is BOY BABY'S winter clothes, size have ladies suede Granny boots Mobile Home Village. Phone 753and be bothered by loud truck
paper. Follow-through is what wins Uncle Sam's hat is off to these voting
9 to 12 months. Like new. Phone and also little girls Granny boots. 3895 or 753-3482.
018C
noise when you can move to one our prayer.
golf tournaments-and it's also businessmen on the occasion of their
Mrs. Edison Moore, Jr., and 753-5058.
016C These boots come in all colors.
of the nicest residential areas in
Fifth
South
on
OFFICE
what wins respect for these young a$3411.1411 day in the spodight-NewsSMALL
We have gold and silver holiday
,Murray? Fox Meadows and children, Mr. and Mrs. Edison
Office Building.
the
in
Street
men that sorve us so well. I take off paperboy Day I 97 1 ..
discount
low
at
019P
these
All
Moore,
Home
excellent
Sr.
HONDA,
boots.
750
Mobile
1971 Coach Estates
L. D. Miller or
my cap to them.condition, 23,000 miles. Phone prices. We're open Monday- Ground floor. See
Parks are quiet, modern, ar
019C
srs,
016C Friday, 8:30-6:00, Saturday 8:30- WelLs Purdom.
489-2479.
convenient to city, grade and
Service. dependability. responsiWANT TO BUY
029C
500
high schools, $25. per month
bility-these are all attributes of the
includes most utilities and grass
-BEDROOM HOUSE,
logs ant TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe, VEMEER DITCHING achine, THREE
-31
(
\701
mowing,some residents use their WANT TO BUY;
Newly
University.
near
or
Like
furnished
unfurnished.
rent savings to pay their country standing timber. Also have for new. Lot available for renting. A-1 condition. $1500.00. Also decorated. New electric heat and
Adams 312 Road grader. Good carpet. $100.00 per month. See at
club dues. South 16th near sale lumber and sawdust. Phone 753-4566 from
:30 or
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
condition. $2500.00. phone 753- 1626 West Olive.
Canterbury,753-3855 or 753022C
753-7637
5:30
after
TFC
p.m.
BUY U. S SAVINGS BONDS
TFC
022C
0304' Phone 753-4147.
9807.
7964.
CAMOUFLAGE NETTING for
duck blinds. 2 cents per sq. ft.
Country Boy Stores, Army
Surplus, 9 mi. from Hopkinsville,
Junction 1l7& 164.
019C

TOY APRICOT Poodle puppies,
ARC registered. 6 weeks old.
$50.00. Phone 753-9330 after 4
022C
p.m.

SEE THE
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Pirates To Start Bob Moose,,,
In Attempt To Wrap Up Series

Lyle Underwood To
Speak At Laymen's
Day At Church Here

ENT 'KY

Quotes

World News In Brief ..

From The

By United Press unciiiielional
WASHINGTON - President
Nixon is under notice from two
liberal members of the Senate
Judiciary Committee that he
may face a tough fight over the
two nominations he is expected
to make next week to the
Supreme Court. Sen. Birch
Eiayh, D.-Ind. and Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D.-Mass. denounced the disclosure of six
potential contenders for the
nominations as an insult to the
court and the nation.

News

Sou
In
Callc

dian high command disclosed
today that Cambodian and
Communist troops engaged in
savage hand-to-hand combat on
the slopes of Mount Santuk
Friday. Authorities said 100
Viet Cong were killed while the
Cambodians suffered only 14
fatalities.

Lyle Underwood, chairman of
the Board of the First Christian By United Press International
Church, will be the speaker at the CHARLOTTE, N.C.-EvangeBy JOHN G. GRIFFIN
logical choice," said the crag- "If there's one thing that's
10:45 a.m. service on Sunday, list Billy Graham, reminiscing
this
in
point
pivotal
the
been
UPI Sports Editor
gy-faced Irishman.
17, at the church when about poverty in his youth:
October
the
"It's
Weaver,
said
Manager Earl Weaver of the series,"
Laymen's Day will be observed. "We wrestled with povery, if
BALTIMORE (UPI) -The
suddenly depressed Orioles, on job Kison did in the fourth
"In The Interest of Others" will you go by today's standards,
Pittsburgh Pirates, relying on
the other hand, is calling on the game. Without that, we'd be up
the subject of Underwood's except we did not know we
be
one of Manager Danny Muroi
instead
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
now
winning starter in the second three-to-two
The scripture from were poor. We did not have
talk.
taugh's famous "feelings",
-Gunmen shot and wounded a
game to pull his team back being down."
Philippians 2:3-4 will be read by sociologists, educators and
called on surprise starter Bob
British trooper in Belfast early
even in the Series they had In addition to losing three
Dr. William F. Smith,Jr. The newscasters constantly remindMoose today to nail down
16
winning
after
games
today. The attack came hours
straight
been heavily favored to win
worship leader will be M. C. Ellis ing us of how poor we were."
baseball's world championship
after assailants in a speedvng
after sweeping the first two in a row, including 11 at the
and the morning prayer will be
the
Baltimore
by
beating
the
season,
regular
the
shot aod killed two
of
car
end
games.
led by Henry Holton.
Orioles to complete the most
DELAND, Fla.-Mrs. Shirley
policemen.
An
168 Orioles go into the sixth game
ATHENS - Two American- plainclothes
Palmer, who threw
surprising comeback in World
Wheeler, convicted of
owned cars were damaged army spokesman said the
pitches in that game last with only three hits in the last Bailey Gore will have the Ann
Series history.
manslaughter for having an
Bob Billington
Monday, revealed that his 16 innings. They got one in 61-3 communion meditation and Dr.
slightly by explosions early wounded soldier was in "very
Opposing righthander Moose
today several hours before the serious" condition.
pitching elbow "still is a little innings against Kison in the Ralph Woods will give the abortion then told to marry or
in the 1 p.m. EDT game before
man she's been living
Vice
scheduled arrival of
sore, but my arm isn't tired." fourth game, none against Dave benediction. Susan Crass will be leave the
a sellout crowd at Memorial
PHNOM PENH-Government
President Spiro T. Agnew. A
"Very few of the Orioles Giusti in two innings, and only the candlelighter. Elders will be with:
Stadium was righthanded ace
think the State is more
police spokesman said the sources said the Cambodian
expected Palmer would have to two against Nelson Briles in Rupert Parks and John Pasco. "I
Jim Palmer of the Orioles, who
than I am if they want
deaconnessess
work again -or that they being shut out, 4-0, in the fifth The
blasts went off near Athens government decided today to
and criminal
trail 3-2 in games and must win
more people into an
Robert H.(Bob) Billington was Airport, where the vice pres- deprive the National Assembly
bring
on
Thursto
Pittsburgh
game
in
deacons
will
be
home
Henry
return
to
their
would
Fulton,
in order to force the series into
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr, Miss ilready over-populated world." one of 566 persons awarded the ident was .
park here hanging on the ropes day.
arrlying.., Officers of all:lawmaking authority, and
professional insurance
a seventh game on Sunday.
after losing three straight Weaver was asked what went Rebecca Dublin, B. C. Hall, Don
said no one was hurt. Agnew direct' it to frame a new
"My feeling is that Moose has
Chartered Property
games to the suddenly revived wrong with the Orioles' hitting. McCord, W. C. McKee!, Dr. HOUSTON - Dr. John W. designation,
was due in Greece's capital constitution. The move was said
Underwriter,
by the
the pitches to beat this ball Pirates and their suddenly He grinned.
assistant
Jr.,
an
Casualty
Freeman
William Seale, Kenneth Sinclair,
after attending the celebration to be a compromise between
club,- explained Murtaugh revived pitching staff in Pit- "Blass, Kison and Briles," he and Fred Wells.
Institute for Property
Greeters will be professor of space science, American
in Iran of the kingdom's 2,500th groups who wanted to- end the
when asked why he turned for tsburgh.
answered.
parliament entirely, and facMr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass, Mrs. explaining that water has been and Liability Underwriters on anniversary.
his pessible title-clinching starit Monday, October 11, at the
tions who favored increasing its
If the Pirates win today, they The bulletin board in the W. Z. Carter, and Mrs. Ed found on the moon and why
ter to a 24-year-old pitcher who
National Conferment ceremonies PHNOM PENH-The Cambo- powers as a legislative body.
wasn't found before:
will be the first team in World Orioles' dressing room carried Filbeck.
hasn't started a game since
-If someone landed on the in Houston, Texas. The conSeries history to lose the first a reminder to the players in big
Aug. 31, was rapped pretty
Sahara Desert the first time ferment coincided with the 27th
two games and then win the letters:
solidly by the Orioles when he
they came to earth they would Annual Meeting and Seminars of
next four. Four teams have "Remember the Mets," it
appeared in relief in the second won the series after losing theoe..;;;Xdaid,MdiAgUFF Mets'
have a hard time finding water The Society of CPCU at the
game of the Series, and pitched
Shamrock Hilton Hotel.
Page
I)
the
from
over
(Continued
victory
surprise
them
first two games, but all of
only three complete games in
Iffiffngton has "been in the
Orioles in the 1969 World lived while he was Murray's
required seven games.
18 starts this year.
Property and Casualty Insurance Funeral services for Shellie
If the Orioles should win Series. "It took us a year to president, is about 285 feet from "Top Honors" Subject
Murtaugh went on that his
business for the past 13 years, Garner of 316 Irvan Street,
today, Murtaugh is ready with make up for that, Now we can the site of the proposed marker.
choice fordsixth-game starter
Of
Methodist
Sermon
having
been an officer and Murray, will be held today at
here
in
two
Pirates
To
get
the
secure
the
locating of the
Steve Blass, the third game
narrowed down to three men partner in The Murray Insurance two p.m. at the chapel of the By United Press International
normal school at Murray, 1,352
winner, as his seventh game games."
"Top Honors" will be th(
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Bruce Kison, the brilliant
Dawn revealed a vast array
pitcher while Weaver is "90 per One Oriole the message was citizens of Murray and Calloway subject of the sermon for Dr Agency during this time.
with Rev. Loyd D. Wilson of- of meterological maladies toreliever 'in the fourth game,
his
B.
S.
Degree
He
received
outfielder
Paul
was
not
lost
on
County
on
May
31,
1922,
cent certain" he would call on
Jr.
for
the
Dodson,
Samuel
R.
Bob Johnson, the beaten starter lefthander Mike Cuellar, the Blair, who lives in Baltimore presented to the state of Kenfrom Murray State University in ficiating.
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. worship June of 1959. Billington is a Pallbearers will 6e Gene day, ranging from snows in the
in the second game, and Moose.
year-round.
tucky $117,000-$100,000 for
West to fog and thunderstorms
third game loser.
services at the First United
"I just felt Moose was the The sideburned
of the Ad- Methodist Church on Sunday, member of the First Baptist Crutcher, Charlie Fox Marr, in the East.
Moose said "After we lost to the Mets, construction
Church of Murray, a member Charles Caldwell, Ikie HenWinter invaded portions of
the rough treatment he got all winter long people kept ministration Building and $17,000 October 17.
dricks, Joe Pat Futrell, and the West as a snow storm
from the Orioles in his relief asking me what haepened and I to acquire the land for the The Junior High and Senior and secretary of the Murray
Interment
will
Planning Commission, a member Noble Chadwick.
had to keep explaining, explain- campus.
swirled over Nevada and Utah,
stint didn't faze him.
High Youth Fellowships will hold
don't want
This, the university's firs their regular meetings at five of the I.I.A.K. (Independent be in the Hillcrest Cemetery in continuing to develop and move
"I wasn't hit that hard," he ing," Blair said.
with
the
Dover,
Tenn.,
Insurance Agents of Kentucky
building and which until 1967 p.m. at the church.
eastward.
insisted. "Several of those hits to have to do that again."
and the N.A.I.A. (National arrangements by the Blalockhoused the president's office and
Heavy snow warnings were
just fell in there."
Insurance Coleman Funeral Home.
of
Association
other administrative operations,
posted for southern Montana
BALTIMORE (UPI) -Proba- Moose has another assignThursday
71,
died
Garner,
age
Agents).
is know today as Wrather Hall.
east of the Continental Divide
ble starting lineups for today's ment on Sunday that both he
He is married to the former at 11:15 p.m. at the Murray- and for northern and western
Although the achievement is
(Continued from Page 1)
sixth game of the World Series: and Kison are anxious to see he
Peggy Deep of Dover,Tenn. They Calloway County Hospital He Wyoming.
not mentioned on the new
Pittsburgh
Baltimore keeps. He is scheduled to be
displeasure at Phase II of have two sons, Robert Jr. 6 and was a member of the Grace
marker,
another,
a
granite
Four inches or more of snow
Cash 2b
Bufordlf Kison's best man at his
Baptist Church. The deceased was expected in the lower
monument, is located 350 feet Nixon'sinflation-fightingplan, Jason 3.
Hebner 3b
Rettenmundcf wedding Sunday, providing the
is was born in Benton County, elevations of those areas today
The CPCU designation
north and commemorates the agreed to support the measures
Cisd.cmte rf
Powelllb series is over by then.
after the President sent a note awarded to persons who com- Tenn., November 13, 1899, and his
fact
that
Nathan
B.
Stubblefield
and the prediction went to more
,argell If
F.Robinsonrf Murtaugh explained that
( 1860-1928 was the first man to promising that the Cost of plete a series of five com- parents were the late Adam than six inches for the
Jliver cf
Hendricksc Moose did not get more starts
national Garner and Martha Holland mountains.
invent and demonstrate wireless Living Council would not have prehensive
Robertson lb
B.Robinson3b during the regular season first
veto power over the decisions examinations on subjects in- Garner.
telphony,
later
to
be
known
as
Travelers' warnings were in
Sanguillen c
Johnson2b because of military duty and By United Press International
of the pay board.
cluding insurance, economics, Survivors are his wife, the effect for the passes west of the
"radio."
Hernandez ss
Belangerss then because of "an arm The Utah Stars apparently
Over this ground as early as The Supreme Court, in its government, Law, finance and former Mosella Crutcher, to Continental Divide in Montana
haven't been spoiled by their
Moose p
Palmerp problem."
Stubblefield was able to first working session of the new management. Candidates must whom he was married on June and from the Sierra Nevada
1892,
never knew I had a sore success.
transmit
and receive words and term, displayed a continuing also meet professional standards 27, 1926; and two sisters, Mrs. and Tehachapi Mountains in
arm," Moose protested "I just The Stars, who won the
music
over
distances exceeding shift away from the "activist" with regard to education, ex- Hazel Dill of Dover, Tenn., and California and Nevada because
wasn't pitching."
American Basketball AssociaMrs. Loyd (Sophia) Littles of
tendencies of the Warren Court. perience, character, and age.
of locally heavy snow and
Murtaugh and Weaver agreed tion championship last season, a mile. His home, considered by It refused for a second time to
The American Institute, Bryn Buchanan, Tenn.
broadcasting
as
the
first
many
strong, gusty winds.
that Kison's relief job in the have gotten off to an early
rule on the constitutionality of Mawr, Pennsylvania, is a nonFour inches of snow had
fourth game was the key point jump on their rivals in the new station in the world, was 450 feet the Vietnam War, upheld laws
profit educational organization
northwest
of
the
proposed
fallen at Billings, Mont., in a
in the series so far.
their
first
winning
"Flight
From
campaign by
Duty"
Is
forbidding
public
employees
to
the
supported
by
directly
marker site.
six-hour period and most of
two games. The latest success
One of Stubblefield's earliest strike and refused to temporari- property and liability insurance
southern Montana and northcame Friday night when they
Sunday
Morning
Topic
messages was a "Hello, ly stop prison officials from industry. During the past year
radio
western Wyoming was blanketBy United Press International
116Chaparrals,
Dallas
beat the
Rainey!" to his neighbor, Rainey questioning inmates of Attica 5,088 persons sat for the
NJ by an inch of snow or more.
East
106.
Bro.
Roy
Beasley
will
speak
on
about
the
September riot.
examinations in the CPCU
T. Wells. His wireless telephone
Five inches of snow were on
W. L. Pct.
In other ABA action, the
"Flight
From
Duty"
at
the
10:40
Congress, the
House program of professional inpatent was issued as No. 877,657, In
the ground at Billings, Mont.,
New York
1 0 1 1.000
Virginia Squires edged the
a.m. service Sunday, October 17,
overwhelmingly passed a bill to surance education.
1908.
May
12,
dated
and four inches at Livingston,
Floridians
1 0 1.000
Carolina Cougars, 118-114, the
at
the
Seventh
and
Poplar
Church
bar
sex
discrimination.
The monument recalling
Mont.
Virginia
1 0 1.000
Indiana Pacers beat the Denver
of
Christ.
The 1971 Nobel Prize for
Stubblefield's achievement was
Occasional cold rain and
Kentucky
0 0 .000
New
the
and
115-104,
Rockets,
The scripture from Jonah 1:1-3
erected on the campus and physiology and medicine was
some thunderstorms occurred
Carolina
0 1 .000
York Nets beat the Pittsburgh
1)
will
be
read
by
Steve
Page
Payne.
The
from
(Continued
awarded
to
Dr.
Earl
W.
dedicated on March 28, 1930.
from the Dakotas and northeast
Pittsburgh
0 1 .000
Condors, 115-107.
prayers will be led by Frank
Sutherland Jr., a professor at
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